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MANURE USED FOR POTATOES

Found to Be More P rofitable
Than W in te r Feeding— Should
Have Pasture.

M sst Economical W ay Is to Apply Fer
tiliz e r, Fresh or Rotted, to Some
Preceding Crop.

Practice

Summer feeding while cattle are
pastured, has been found to be more
profitable than winter feeding. So you
see it pays to feed the beef cattle in
summer while running in the pasture,
as they should have, and need, a
stronger feed than green grass.

CONCRETE FOR HOG WALLOW
Weekly Disinfectant Should Be Used
During Summer to Keep A nim als
Free of V erm in .

A good hog wallow is a mighty good
investment for any farmer. Build it
of concrete and connect it with the
well or tank. During the summer put
in weekly a good disinfectant and you
will keep the hogs healthy, happy /me
free of lice.
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GRADUATION OF

CLASS OF 1916

The most economical way to use
manure for potatoes, either rotted or Interesiing Exercises In Both High
fresh, is to apply it to some preceding
and Grammar Schools
crop.
If the soil is poor, well-rotted ma
nure may safely be used Just prior to
TLs graduation, exercises ,cf the
planting.
'
class of 1916 of FCiiiil'laps Hi;, h s ihocil
v»ere much ‘ Mike those cf p:.-s; years,
PUREBRED STOCK FAVORED with the exception per M s a; t..e
size o«f the class, as only fou - ircrat
F irs t Cross Often Produces Satisfac- ed in and took their p a. es ca t e
to ry V ariety, But F u rth er Use
platform.
,
Develoos Scrubs.
The exercises were
' ’.d at t'e
The first cross of one purebred vari Union church last week on Thursday
ety with another often produces very evening and the church was crowded
satisfactory stock, hut further use of as usual, with i:iteres:ed relatives
such stock develops mongrels and and friend?:
usually destroys the best usefulness of
To the strains c.f t ie k : eh flay
1h oth breeds concerned.
Purebred ed by Mosher's ore est'a of Farmingstock is more profitable for all uses.

VERMIN ON LITTLE TURKEYS: KINDNESS TO FARM ANIMALS
Prevent and Destroy Pests by F re
quently Greasing Fowls With

Good Ointment.

It Has Monetary Value T h a t Farm er

Cannot Afford to Overlook—
Will Work Wonders.

Look out for l\r>ad lice and ticks on
Kindness to the farm animals Is ap
the heads hnd necks of little turkeys preciated nearly as much by them as
and prevent and destroy these lice and by the members of your family. It
ticks by frequently greasing the heads has a money value with tli.e animals
and neaks of the poults with some goed that you cannot afford to overlook and
head Hoe ointment, or with carbolic with the family a psvcholcgical value
that will work wondi -s.
vaseline.

Interlaken Lodge

Rangeley, Maine

CHARLES W. PORTER,

F I S H I N G W r t E R E T H E G A T G H IS S U R E
Mooselookmeguntic House and Log Camps located in the heart of the Range_ley R.egiou. Best fishing grounds. JLaudlocked salmon and sq-uare tailed trout.
Cvnp.i with opten tjre, bath, comfortable furnishing*.. Bpokletand any informa
tion gladly furnished.by
■
.

MRS. R B,.BURNS,

Haines Landing, Me

Mountain V iew House
* Mountain View , Maine
F o r f u r th e r p a r tic u la r s w r it e or a d d re s s

L. B. B 0 W L E Y ,
Mountain View,
*
*
*

Maine.

E d . G ran t’s Kennebago Camps
Log camps with'bath4j'open fifes, etc. Best trout fly-fishing, both-lake a.nd
stream, canoeing, mountain, .climbing,*' etc. Excellent cuisine. Post Office
and Long Distance Telephqne in.Main Camp. For rates, descriptive circulars
and qther information, 'write
ED. G R A N T (SL S O N C O .,
P. O . A d d r e s s , G r a n t’s M e.
••
Railroad and Telegraph office Kennebago, Me.

B A L D M O U N T A IN

C A M P S “ *»<* M5 k " “ **‘ "

Bald Mountain Camps are situated at the fo o t o f Bald Mountain on M ooselookm efunticL ake. Near the best fishing: grounds. First class steam boat connections—A uto
road to cam ps—Telephone conn ections—T w o m ails daily W rite for free circular.
AMOS ELLIS. Prop’r.,
Bald Mountain, Maine

SPEND YOUR

SUMMER VACATION
IN THE RANGELEY L A K E OR D E A D RIVER REGION IN

MAINE
SB

7

This territory is easy o f access being reached in ONE DAT
from Boston. The summer climate is delightful, the nights are
always cool, the air clear and bracing, the accommodations at the
various resorts are up-to-date, the scenery in grand, and there is
fine trout and salmon fishing, golf, tennis and good roads for
motoring.
The SANDY RIVER & RANGELEY LAKES RAILROAD
issue a fine Guide Book which contains an accurate map of this
County. Address
/
P-N. BEAL,

If the class was lacking in quan decorations' consisted of go!d and
tity, it' certainly was not in the quad-' black crepe paper with, their class
ity cf their class parts, for they were motto on the board.
Tibe ushers
of unusual excellence being well writ were Kenneth Kinney, Merle Smith,
ten and splendidly delivered.
The1 Leila Rose, Evelyn Jacobs. Richard
program fclow s:
Field took the cards.
The parts this year were, especial
Music*'
ly good and the following program
Rev. M. S. Hutchins was listened to with, interested at
Prayer,
tention, after selection® of music by
Music
Salutatory—Advancement in Methods the school, and five girls and prayer
cf Warfare—Muriel Davis Jacobs offered by Rev. M. S. Hutchins:
Cratipn—A Government Problem
•
Reyn cl d Warren Graffam Salutatory—-The1Uses of Electricity,
Ralph Douglass- McLeary
Mu Me
•History and Prophecy
Essay—Fifty Years of Negro Progress
Fhi’ omene Bertha Bourque
Evangeline Welts
7al: di t - ry—Gr-ada-t im
Essay—Game Resources of Alaska,
Albert Fremont Sc amman
Richard Henry Wing
Presentation cf D i:’ :mas
Song—Just A Wearyin’ for You,
Bcneclirt cn
Haze'll Pride Wells
Music
Essay—The
Banishment
of Heat,
We regret t rt We are unable to
Roy Northrup Grover
u’ Mr f-,e ports for t’ ey a-e worthy
“The Ecdentric Missouri River,’’ by
a personal acquaintance,
Nina June Haines
Essay—The Largest ,City of the World,
Eunice Gertrude Dunham
Essay—The Swiss Military .System,
Malcolm ELwyn Hardy
Essay—Anerica, the New World,
Hazel Pride Wells
Valedictory—The Class Colors,
Carl Lewis Beal
Mr. Hammond in presenting the
promotion cards gave . the young
people good advice.

NOTES FROM
RANGELEY

D o d g e P on d,
R a n g e le y , M e.

Opsn to the public Jane 15, 1916. Private camps each
with piazza, open ’stone fireplaces, bath room and running
spring water. One half hour’ s ride by auto, both from '
Rangaley arid Oquossoc. Ideal location for summer tourists
and flv fishermen. Address for information and booklet

General Manager,

P R IC E 4 C E N T S

Rangeley, June 28.—Miss ' Magoon
■land Leon Hoar were operated
on
•■jThursday •at' Dr.- Ross* private fli-osppital.
Dr. E. J. Brown, of Stratton
l'assisted- >Dr. Res®. - ■’ >-i
Mr. and Mrs. J. Sherman Hoar and
"Mrs. ’A. M. Hoar were week-end guest
of Mii*s. Hoar’s ' parents,’♦ M r/ and
Mrs.'-W. J. Trainer of Raekianch-.....•
'■Mr.' 'aii'd.'Mrs'.' George
“’feW
Wednesday morning fer Pemaquid to
pi e,*, wedt'^jig o£ their son,
-jV -A lia d;
.
' iy. W. Tdo^hktsf' is* Spending a
in town.
.few
. . . . weeks
. . . with, relatives
•
'Mrs.'Hsftife- Phs' aid and son’ Wil
lis ’' { S r s c a U e d by* the •'serious
iilkess. o/L eolv Flc-^
F. ML HAMMOND, Principal of High School
s A sen was born to Mr. and Mrs.
v-"Raj* HahVden Wednesday', June 21.
ten, who furnisher e:o /'lent mu si; of publication.
Ccifg Aftf! at ion s.
The
prophetess,
M
iss
Bourque,
gavej
throughout the- evcmicr . t « usOetcv
fa. interesting history of thft. clae?. Mrs. Dqvid, Hoar, Miss Phyl^. RobMisses Beri'/a- AT Kerzis, Gerferud-3
and she found th,e future' foreHlci for'-; erfson’ and Miss- Elizabeth'^'Ttoh’eirtSti-lilman,
Hild a WMtn ey,
A !lce; her classmates in luscious granges Iscji attend^ commencement exercis"-ioh.iri,
fan by her
ia*r. sia-e
ct4.Q wliile lying es-at Bates College.
Charles Gibbs
Parker, Estebla . Smith and Rd-th ■
-which fall
! and Miss' HiMred Robertson are aMorton, who w e r e -a /a the
ri/bcai, beneath r-n orange tree. >*< •bearers, wfiitib Uhe .class colors of biLue; Hon. J. Blaine Morrison, -a .m-em- mong, the graduates.
% ft t,| J*
P. C, Barker, Mrs, Peer; Miss
amd white, preceded t v -c ai,s, led her of the school bea/d, made fitting
Barker and Miss Carpenter were reby Albert Seam^am,-marcbea to f t e :rfmarks to 1 3
and f * ve “ 'em
eenfr* guests1--of - Mrs ."-Ray HarndesT.-'" *
first la-itd-tog Mi-e-re the ribbon bear-- wcrc!s . cl
’Wvwtr,-' o f t 
Mrs. Ernest Hunt of Lynn is the
en, separated n t « * ' class passed
•» » rese'ntca
Cjl'“ l0maslEugen-e
tbroaglli and. took tbeir seats in tb e' T:lwi " W
j given by lifti Jon guest of heir, aunt,, Mr a %
. '>i
irf’ the Soule.
„alcove.
„
,
iO'ts
to
the
-class
took.
place
v
Tfiie alcove was prettilyi
.
Mrs. Will Grant and little daughter
A
a ...
Grange ha'.I <m Tfiday evening and
decorated with evergreen with tine
. .
Barbara were calling on friends Saturi
u
aftair.
class
miotto,
Graditim, m write let- was a most pleasant
1
.ters on a hlne
,i
decorated m day.
background,
sus- ] ■ *The hall was prettily
1
EAelyn Wallace of Newark,
, . across it
. . and
.
... js„c.+*r.T,e.!
pended
with
festoons fe? teens ,of green and
. , white ‘•crepe1
. „ Mrs
.
XT.,
, .
0
paper, the stage with festoons of Mrs. Ma"Drs Nile and daughter Ber
of evergreen with 16 suspended be- ^
’
. . , ,
,, , D.,,
M
....
,
_ „lmc evergreen intermingled with white telle of R'dlonville, Mr. and Mrs. Addi
low. Other decc rations were palms,
~
. . . . .
, „
.. , plants,
, . • etc.
.
u n„, tlowers and potted
.plants and the son Young of Mechanic Falls were re
potted
Maxine
Hoyt,,
,
, .
n
Ar motto of the class “ Gradatim,’’ which cent guests of their parents, Mr. and
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. C.
M. I
,, . ’
. ..
Iwas used at the church at the grad- Mrs. Alvin Berry.
Hoyt, acted as flc-wer girl.
Caxton, little son of Mr. and Mrs.
uation exercises.
The -class stood
intthe corner which had been festoon- Harry Brown while using an axe ent
j ed with blue and white, the co’ ors of his foot quite badly, requiring five
“ Monmouth Moccasins”
Ithe class of 1916', and standing with |stitches. He is stopping at Mrs. Har
They are made for
it.be class were Principal F. M. Ham ry Tibbetts. Dr. Ross attends him.
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbermen
mond and his wife and -Miss Laira
Known the world over for excel
Conflicting Duties.
lence. Illustrated catalogue free. -Dennison, the -first assistant. Misses
The most difficult thing in life seems
j
Hfertens-e
Butler
and
Beriiba
McKern
M. L. UETCHELL CO.,
to me to recognize which is the highMaine zie introduced the company to the
. . .
, ,,
Monmouth,
est of two conflicting duties, and those
-------- graduates and their teachers. Refrss>, tQ whom it ig easiest must have. i
ments cf harlequin Pe cream and
not onjy
most happiness but
HOTEL BLANCHARD
fancy cookies* wiere eerved by' Missies j genius. If goodness were always quite
STRATTON MAINE
Berilla McKenzie, Hcrtense Butler, j simple, wliat could be more delightful
In the center of'the Fish and Game EsteY.ia Smith, and Clive Ross. The ! than to be good always? It is, howSection. Write for booklet.
dance orders in 'two shades of laven ever, a sad thing, when the under
der were- very dainty and 14 dances standing and affections are at vari
HOTEL BLANCHARD,
S T R A T T O N M A IN E ,
E. H. GROSE. Prop. with several extras
were enjoyed. ance, when one has to stop and con
Mcsher’s orchestra furnished music sider which of two courses is morally
incumbent on one, and without al
us on the previous evening.
ways finding a sokftion; it is sad, be

PLEASANT ISLAND CAMPS

On Cupsuptic Lake. Fishing unex- j
G R A M M A R SCHOOL
celled. Best of hunting. Special rates"'
for June, October and November. | At the Grammar school room cn
ocWrite for booklet.
tWednesday evening, June 21st
WESTON U. TOOTHAKER, Prop., IcUrred the graduating exercises. The
- Maine
Phillips, Maine Pleasant Island,

cause it shakes on&’s faith in that
which ought to be the surest of guides,
namely, in one’s own conscience; and
let one choose what he will, it leaves
in his mind a sting, something to re
gret.—Paul Heyes.
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BIRTHDAYiPARTY
BEMIS TO HAVE
AT BALD MT.
TOWN HALL

- Commencing Monday there- will be
two daily trains with Pullman, car,
mail and express-, and the week-end
night Pullman, gives business- men
from Boston- a chance to spend Sum
day here in, camp.
BY FLY ROD
There- are now over 30 in camp
and soon every camp will be crowd
Bemis, Mie., June 25.—At this little
ed, for more guests than- ever are
coming, but there will be fl'Sh enough hamlet in the wilderness on the lake
John Nutting are the-ir guides.
(Special Correspondence.)
share, with- no highway except the
H.
B. Reed- had- a strange fish-for all.
Grant’s Kieuuebagio Gamps,
The new 15 -passenger motor truck ironjjitrack, the rain falls; as continu
story to tell as he came, in with a
Grant’©;, Maine, June 22.
It is a quiet
with Albert Carlton at the wheel ous as elsewhere.
Et Wats my pleasure- iix> bej greeted handsome tr-out that should have
makes quick time to and from the place, not large enough to call a vil
by eld friend/s as I reached the'se weighed 3 pounds, but just as- the
railroad station and W. D. Grant is lage, for there is only a schoolhame-Mke e-amps- oan the shore “ the fish took •the fly it disgorged an 8always at the. train to welcome his house, store in which is the post of
gem of the -Maine lakes” as Ken- in-cfli trout, and while he- and Geo.
guests.
;
; j. [' \ fice “and the- only log station in
nebago has- often ibeen -caliled, and Hunitoon guide, were- speaking about
America,” there is no -blacksmith
net often have I spent a metre en it, they heard and noticed a sea gull,
shop, for there are no horses here
joyable evening asi sitting in the who quickly swooped down and took
to need shoeing.
“ charmed circle “I have heard the the fish for lunch,.
True there are two large mfilLsi,
I -think times- lias been s/miifling cn
fiisihenmen relate- their adventure®, but
each cutting thousand© of cord© of
there are either topics of interest for Ed Grant, who- although- past 77 is
onr forest, that are- daily loaded on
yesterday not far bellow here sev as young as- any of the- boys-, and can
the cars- and shipped- to the paper
eral- people isaw a moose-, and some tell a better story than any of them,
mill© or manuifacturers.
There.- are
one -thought it looked as- big, as an although, he still mouims- the loss of
about 20 dwelling houses, pleasant,
Comparatively
-speaking
trout
his tame trout.
It wilt give- “ Ed-’©’
e’ephont.
well kept home© of happy andi con
At Little Kennebiago a party saw host o f friemdis pleasure- to know he streams are few: and fishermen- many. tented- families, boarding iiouses for
Do
not
be
discouraged,
saysthe
two idee-r today and I watched one its in the best of health, and genial,
the- workmen and C'amp- Bemis-, ail on
Out in- the- garden lie Youth’© Companion-, if you find that
who made quick time across1the open jolly as ever.
leased land, a©- not a foot of land
H. B. Reed of
Auibumdflle, Mass., spends many an hour and thinks the there are others- ahead of you. Only cam be purchased a-t any price.
on
rare
occasionstwill
you
h-ave
the
while at lunch up Kemebago stream way the cucumbers- are growing he
Just no/w the much talked! cf and
had -sport tossing bits- off cake- to- a will have to “ chain- them to keep whole stream- to yourself.
most
interesting topic of conversat
Do not run- races- with, the fisher
rabit who came within a few feet them from running into the lake,”
men ahead of you or try /to beat ion isi the proposed “ town halt.”
frcm them;.
-Someone killledi a wood- a* he had to- do at Beaver Pend.
Bemis is in the Hluntati-cm of RanIf an ang
Tills week W. D. Grant has put them to the best pools.
chuck yesterday out back of
the
camjp-s-.
This- is not all, for a big 230,000 young trout fry from Oqu-os- ler passes- you from behind, let him gedley, and if one- of the citizen©
bl-ack bear was; seen yesterday and soc hatchery into the lake, and hun go ahead as- fast as- he pleases, for wishes; to vote for the next Presi
several have beard him “holler,” dreds of them are now daily being the faster hie travels- the fewer fi-sh dent they are miles away through
Let some one else the woods- from' where they would
while the Shoot of an owl ha© been fed as they come into a email brook he will catch.
cast the ballot.
There is so- public
heard to echo over the lake.
v near the camps, where they are do the racing.
place
herefor
the
people to gather
A-t Cam-p Kunni-ni . I -spent a de watched with great interest as they
-Give the anglers ahead of you
lightful- social hour with Capt. T-emp- ptow very fast.
time to get some distance aw-ay, so for social life and it ha© long been
Frank W. Reynold© and son-, Ar that the wrater will have got “ rest talked a-round- the box stove in the
iin Po-tts- and wife of Washington, D.
C., c-harming southerners who Dove th* thur cf Winchester, Masts-., came Wed ed ;” then follow, fishing slowly and store- in- a winter’s day, or as- the
wi-l-d-e-rnes-s- -and have chosen this nesday .for a two weeks’ fishing trip, carefully.
In such- circumstances workmen met for their evening spick*
comer of Maine to spend the with Clyde Wilcox guide.
fish especially the- most difficult in the boarding house, or while loaf
Miss Faye Wohthiey of Rangeley places in thle stream, f-cr in all pro ing oat the Wharf or at the railroad
summer.
Captain, Potts- is
a
retired naval officer and- has- traveled is tlie week-end guest o f Mr. and bability the anglers ah«ad of you station that “ there should1 be a hall
at Bemis-,” and as- no- great achieve
all over the globe.
He is an expert Mrs. Grant.
have- not taken time to do it.
ment lias- been accomplished without
Tonight Morris D.
Brownell ol
tly fisherman- and has already brough
When you come to a good -looking
Fair-haven, -Mass., and R. S. Hitch pool do not immediately cast over “ talk,’’ sometimes- years of talk, so
in some good -sized fish.
Prof. E. Goodiridge of -St. PauFs of Brooklyn-, N. Y., arrived, coming it from- any position in which you i+ is with tihe public hall at Bemis-.
Now it seems to be an assured' fact,
Soutihboro, Mass., accompanied by as far as Oq-uossoc by automobile .via happen to be.
Take it for granted
for the piamsi are made to build- a
T. W. Goodiridge
Hartford, Conn., White Mountains.
that you are going to hook a good
with Natt EMb- guide, are- having
A© jolly and happy as- ever is Ar sized trout and pick out your place ball 20 by 40 on the lot on the same
railroad track as' the
thur P. Knapp of Lowe-U-, Mass-., who to cast from accordingly; that is, se side of the
good fishing.
schoolhouse on tihe Hot formerly used
Benjamin F. Handing, a welhknown can catch fish rain or -shine.
lect a place where it will be easy to
fo a store house.
This hall will be
gentleman from- Milton-, Mass-., who
I asked, “ Who- is- stationed at the land the #sh.
It is not uncommon
since 1891 ha© -been coming down in lookout station- on West Kennebagc to see an,, angler fishtog from a place 12 feet high-; there will' be Dockers-,
Maine on fishing trip©; is now accom Mountain this summer?” end was where only iby a miracle could- he also a woodshed.
panied by hii© little grandson, Mast told, “There ha© not been a chance save the fi-sh' if he hooked one; such
Lewis McCalister, Doffy Beaudett
er James Mott -HclilowelJi, Jr., and hi© fer anyone to- look out through- the a place, tor example, as very high, and B. E. Lamb ore the ones who
father, James Mott
HbUoweiE of clouds- a® yet, but if ever the sun steep bank.
\ '
■ ’ j lj'| |vj have charge end) are asking far cam
Boston and in West End Camp they doe© shine someone wifliL be on duty
tractors to send dm a ibid- for what
Remember that the- first cast over
are enjoying life. Fern Philfbrick and sure.”
a new place is generally the one they will ask to do the work and it
is hoped within a few weeks the
that counts; so do not make it care
^iimmMiimmmuiimmmmimiuMmmmtmummtimimimmmtmmmHUiimimrmninumimimmimmMmuimufMitrmifmtMtimmmimtiMimimimiiii* lessly. Before you make it decide Bemis hall will be ready for the ded
ication.
just what you are going to do with
50
people
the trout after you- have him hook This- morning nearly
ed.
Look the pool- over for danger crowded into the little schoollhause to
spots’"—sharp edged rocks likely to attend' mas©, which wa© celebrated by
cut the line, sunken trees- and the Rev. Ftr. T. J. McLaughlin oft fit.
A fine set o f sporting camps in one of Maine’s best | like—so -that if the trout runs toward Joseph’s church, Farmington-, who
untirg and fishing territories is for sale. On a large pre- | them you will, know that he must be has charge o f this mission, and- the
headed off.
A© far as possible plan people are always most happy to
erve. Excellent camps and many outlying ponds.
the whole campaign before you wet welcome hi® coming.
yc-ur flies.
Forewarned is forearm
W O O D W A S T E U S E D FOR
PULP
ed.
i
Sometimes, no matter how careful
1
I
you- may be, your flies- will- get
| spot cash takes it. For further information write
Washington., June 26.—The -use of
v-uhg up in -branches or brush. When
a
steadily increasing amount of
that happens do not try to release tihi
wood
waste in the manufacture of
fiies until you find out just how
pulp is indicated by figures compiled
i
7
I they are caught; above all, do not
try at ouce to get them free by by the Forest Service. Although the
PHILUPS,
jp
MAINE
yanking the line.
Niue tames out of pulp industry showed a decline in
the last year for which complete
I
I ten the flies w-iUIL be in -plain- sight, figures- are available (1914) on
although out of reach.
See exactly
how they are faulted, then- work the account of the increasing cost of raw
rod and the line carefully and gently, material and general business con
and in, most cases you -will loosen ditions, more wood waste was used
them.
It anight 'be said that a good than in any previous year.
of
fly fisherman, is known by the quick Approximately 330,000 cord®
ness and the skill/ with which he waste, with a value of $1,400,000 were
solves a difficulty o f that sort; al uCJdzed by 35 of the 200 puljp and
though-, of course, a g-oed fly fisher paper mills of the United States. It
man is not supposed ever to
get is thought that as the price of cord
hung up.
As a matter of fact, even wood goes up the amount of wood
the most -skillfull of fly casters-, waste used will -become greater.
The Canadian puilp industry bos, it
knows very well the experience of
getting hung up; and- he knows, too, is stated, hod a vigorous- growth dur
that it is- all- part of the game and ing the last few years and the great
er portion of its product is market
n-o-t a thing to grumble over.
ed in the United States. An average
If the barb of the hock is' embedcost of about $6.50 per cord, as com
ed in the bark of a bronchi you con
pared with tihe $10 to $16 per
loosen it and; fin,ally cause it to fly
co-rd which many manufacturers in
out by shaking the line, weaving
this- country are paying far pulp wood,
the red up and down and sidewise.
Is the reason- given far the growth.
Sometime-s- you can pry the flies
It is pointed out that the develop
loose with, -the tip of your rod.
If
ment of the- sup-plies cf spruce in
it is impossible to get the flies athe National Forests of the
West
way lay your hands and puli stead
and in Alaska, together with the aily on i-t un-til the leader or a fly
b-undancle of cheap water power, wilil
shell- breaks.
Do not strain, the
.eventually
attract the paper industry
Enclosed please find 21.00 for one year’ s subscription to red or break it by trying to yank
to locate in these region-s. Suitable
the flies loose with it.
Maine W oods (outing edition.)
pulp timber can. be delivered to de
sirable mill sites- for the next 20
Whenever you write to one of our to 40 years at prices of about $2.50
Name —
advertisers, don’t forget to mention to $4 per cord, say experts cf the
I-t is thought that
Maine Woods.
It is important to Forest Service.
Address
that the low price of material and
you to do so; important to us and
power will more than offset the
the advertiser naturally wants te higher freight rates- on, the product
State know where you found his naftne.
to the eastern,' markets.

| Fly Rod’s Note Book |

FLY FISHERMEN
NEED HAVE CARE

|

I

A REAL BARGAIN
$3,000

1 MAINE WOODS,

PROLONG YOUR VACATION
by having the

M A IN E W O O D S

follow you back to the city. Fill out
the blank below, and mail with $1.00
and the deed is done.

SUBSCRIPTION BLANK

(Special to Maine Woods.)
Bald Mountain Camps-, Mooseiio^.
magumtic Lake, June 26.—The W
beautiful sunset for week©' was terni^
and thie guests are- all out admiring
it, and wpndering if there was- ever
a more wonderful picture- than fiy®*
these camps as they look u-p ^
lake for moltes away over the tuon®.
tain© toward Canada, not very far away as the crow flies.
D. A. Gates and O. O. Gould of
Dix field ore here for a few days*
fishing. As far as- nfumbers go they
are having good luck, but Mr. Gates
wlio has /been coming to the Rangeley© for 28 years- and has/ also
Moosehead and every lake and pond
between, has never yet oa/uglhf a
trout or salmon that would weigh, 3
pounds, 'but hundred® of E-pounders
and' has faith; to believe he will y^t
land a big one and courage to try,
try again.
Mlrs. G-afes is a good
fisbenwoiman and often- goes with.- her
husband and catches big ones too.
This lias been a great day for
Miaster Amos Ellis-, Jr., as- i-t is hie
tenth birthday and he will never
forge-t it.
He was- kept busy hare
at the camps until ab-out 3 o’clock
in the afternoon- when his father call
ed for him to go up- home as hi©
mother wanted him.
The- little diap
did not know what to say when, he
got there to find tables hod' been set
under the tree-s and that 12 of his
little friends were there- waiting to
wish- hd-m a happy birthday and many
of them.
A birthday cake ■was out
and his aunt, Mis® Nellie Boyer of
Auburn sent a big box of candy, nd
fancy cakes- and there was ice cream
and such a jolly time a© the little
people had and one kid- when he
started for home said, “ thank you,
I have had all the ice- cream and
cake I could, eat.”
Master Amo® is
a great favorite- and the years1 will
quickly pas©- until he is a “ big mar’
and driving a pair of fast horses in
stead of his pomjL
Dr, and Mrs. A. S, Thayer of
Portland are greatly enjoying their
annual two weeks in June at these
cam ps .
Rube Wilbur is the guide
that takes them where the ifsh are,
and they are catching all- the 2*
pounders they want and intend to
have a 5-pounder to- take home with
them.
Mr. and Mrs. H. E.
Baker and
daughter, Mis© Louise Baker of Port
land came in their Cadillac touring
car far dinner last Thursday and
were so much pleased with these
camp© they remained until today
and took tnijps to different places
of interest.
“ Mrs. and Mr. W. A. Stevenson of
FTorence, Mas©.,” is the way it reads
on the hotel register, for Mr. Stev
enson said, “ This is my wife’s trip
even if my 3% -pound salmon was
the largest.”
Chas. Pyrnn guided
them, and they have bad a great
outing of ten days, returning home
tomorrow morning.
“The Zoo” is for the present fch£
happy home of Mr. and Mrs. W. B.
Moore and daughter, Miss Moore of
Evanston, JUL, and their brother, W.
G. Moore- and daughter, Mias Helen
L. Moore of East Orange, N. J. -No
party who comes to Bald- Mountain
Camp© ever enjoy log cabin life W
better.
Hairy Nelson is their guide
and at Qutmiby Pond this afternoon
they thod fine fly fishing and brou#
home as many os tihe Jaw allows.
Mtr. and; Mrs. Foster G. Clark of
North Attleboro, Mass., are now &t
their camp far the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Ohos. N. Fitts and
family of Newton, Mas©., and Bd-wn
Foss of Boston- arrived at their
camps on Saturday for the season.
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K?un Health
Going hunting? Take
alongaHandy Oil Can of 3Kmj
in-One. 3-in-One O il is gun \
health. Knocks stiffness out of >.
break-joint; ends hard triggerpull; prevents jamming, sticking.
rusting. Doesn’t gum, dry out or V
gather dirt.
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it prevents leading and pitting. All stores; II
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filler,’’ but wo are iimipellljed to write expresses much delight over this beau found th© fishing exoellent.
as wio feel, otherwise wo inevitably tifuil lake and mountain country.
Pay-son Tibbetts, th© little nine yeashould bo l ypocritical and uruatura1.
Mrs. Carl Seaman. of New York is old son of W. E. Tibbetts is justly
W o are not entirely without some very proud of landing tier first, 3- proud of having caught a 4VibPOumd
sporting news.
peund trout.
L. S. Dow is guiding trout ail by himself on a white tip
\
■
Your SKwribe is occasionally show the party.
ped Montreal fly.
Th© fish is being
ing tine natives that their own UmMrs. John Small of Boston, with mounted by H. L. Welch.
Oxbow, Me,, June 21, 1916.
coleus stream is not to bo respised O. A. Bisbee -guide, landed a im  Mr. and Mrs. George W. Hub-hard cf
as to red. -spots.
He ihas 95 to hlis pound salmon this week.
New Haven, C-omn., who are h-ere for
To the Editor of M aine W oods:
Now is the time the people with a two weeks’ fishing trip, have- WilAccording to tlhie “ Olid
Farmers’ credit, so fair, and expects to make
They had a
Almanac/' a puiblUcation now 150 a record of 200 before hot weather lunch basket, coffee pot and fry pan mcn-t Patterson guide.
years old (or less) the North Bdlte and the multitude o f flies sets in. start out for the day, and their guide fin© trip up to Little Kennebago
where they watched the deer feed.
ia as near to the sum as it ever wtillfli He has fislhed but a small section of cooks their lunch-.
What
The steamboat “ Florence”
Which Tills, -morning Mr. Hubbard on a Dusty
go.
We, here, have a more perman Umeolious, quite near camp.
ent, and surer mark to mark the there is far trout farther up stream has been newly painted and put in Miller fly took a 2%-pound trout not
summer solstice in the top of a thligih is a pleasant prospect yet to be real first class shape is now making quick far from the wharf.
Wlhat he has iseen there in trips to and from Bemls, amd the
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel P. Hays of
mountain, to the west o f the Bow, ized.
gome 25 miles away. The sun stands former years both o f deer and fiislh steam-boats are now making regular New York, a\11io are at Camp Ray,
oa tlhie peak for a' minute or two, is enough to make another short trips for those wiho wish to go via their summer home on th© shore cf
Then Dixvill-e Notch- and the White Moun Rangeley Lake, were here for the
then slides down its northern side to journey there a necessity.
there’s
Hayden
.brook,
not
far
eff,
a tains.
week-end, coming over the old buckits rising in the east.
We
have
board road Which is used now and
marked the spot for the last three tributary of the Aroostook, yielding
Schoolthen, as some emjcy th© walk and
years, each time amdi have found Odd many a hand-some string.
though t o ,
others th© novelty of a ibuckboard
Scl exactly on time.
Some o f the house brook is another,
ride as far as York Camps.
sunsets have been surpassingly beau him an unexplored re-sort.Taking the j
wilicle
region
altogether
there
are!
Mir. and Mrs. Sandfiond D, Foot cf
tiful with rainbow colors a n d r mas
fish enough to he had to one wfho
New York arrived Thursday for their
sive and curious cloud fanmatiouis.
fifth season-.
They cam© by auto
C. C. Nobles of 621 Broadway, N. is able and willing to go for them.
as flair as Rangeley across country
More sportsmen and sportswomen
Y., has just returned from a ten
(Special to Maine Woods.)
home
from Belgrade Lake Where they bad
days’ trip to Soule’s new camp at are due to arrive at Billy’s
good bass fishing. Charlies Hamden
The Walter D.
Lake Miilmagassett.
He was
de camp right away.
Kennebago Lake House, Kennefcago
Hinds family cf Portland will occupy
is their guide. .
lighted with the camp location and
Me., June 23.—At this, one of the
)
thiedr
comfortable
camp
next
door
t<
•Henry H. Hanson of
Auburn is
the surrounding country. The catch
most attractive spots in the wilder
Billy’s
as
soon
as
school
closes.
Mast
here
for
hisannual
fishing,
but has
in the lake though fair, was not
ness of Maine, people come from alll
er John Fogg, Buster Hinds and
waited for five days before putting
up to the usual high mark for that
over the land to live the simple life
Miss Annie Wagg of Portland will
has rod together.
water, but all along the stream, and
in comfortable, attractive log cabins.
be in the party and (possibly Mrs.
Th© flag is fllying do-win at Camp
tn. the Aroostook particularly, the
A fergetfulness of the wees and the
Hindis.
Winnepes-koctuk, Where Joseph D.
trout came to the fly in fine shape.
rush and burry of the busy world
Lealan-d, 3rd, Mrs. Francis- S. Hub
Oxbow has 32 families and abent
He brought into the Bow as many
outside come to tlhie professional- man
50 voters.
The primary election
bard a-nd Madam© De P-rerrfefen of
as the law allows some of which
and fish and fishing, birds, wild
last Monday passed off without any
Boston, with guides John D. Wilbur
went into a trout chowder, and seme
flowers and the. forest are the in
and Dcna-id H. Mabhersom are spend
untoward event to mar the peaceful
were saved, though by fire.
Capt.
teresting topics of conversation.
ing this- month..
*
serenity of this quiet plantation. The
Billy himself came down river a few
The camp® did mlcit open until tine
At Camp Skedad-dler, .Avhicli is in
result of the balloting was:
Parklast of May, although C. Z. Southard i
days later, and showed us what pat
care of Mr. and Mrs. Dan Quim-by, a
hurst, 4, Millikan, 11, for governor;
of Graton, Mas®., with his guide, j
ient, persistent fishing will do to fill
crew cf workman ar-e putting in a
Hers-ey, 20, for the U. S. Senate.
John L. Pliiibrick came tlhie 15th. Mr. j
a creel when one knows that plenty of
furnace for Harry E. Convers cf
Arrangements are on foot we hear
fish are there hut are not biting well,
Southard, who is considered author
Boston- who intends tx> have it a com
for a public celebration o-f “Tlhie Glor
ity on trout fishing in America, did
dark days, frequent showers and cold
fortable camp, where he can com©
ious Fourth,” in the spirit of ’76.
not let the weather keep the trout
air affect trout unfavorably, causing
Oats, grass and potatoes are in fine
with- a party in- midwinter.
from taking the fly he cast for
them to ling tine bottom and refuse
Th© Kennefcebago Hotel Company
condition.
Wild strawberries are
them, but landed as handsome a pair
all lures, then they are fully jus
who are having an electric light
ripening fast and promises' an abund
of
4%-ipound
trout
as
ware
ever
sent
tified in playing pcssom in all the
plant installed, are anxiously waiting
ant yield.
It may be a chestnut to
to H. L. Welch to mount.
Mrs.
lakes hereabouts.
Too much rain,
for th© work to b-e completed so they
say that “ we eat what we can, andSouthard
was
here
for
a
short
stay
too little sunshine, and unseasonably
what we can’t we can.’’ Raspberries
can turn on the 200 lights.
i and they plan to return the first of
low temperature have been the rule
H. B. Amber of Andover is a-cting
is another wild cro-p in all this reg
I
August
for
the
remainder
of
the
sea
for the most part of June.
However
as clerk in th© office this summer.
ion of which fruit there is always
son at their camp.
“ when it rains let it rain,” and let
mere than heart or appetite could
Whitmore Preston cf Boston is
us take the weather philosophically
wish for.
back for another season and although
as it comes.
W e often wish we
Miss Myrtle Flanigan of Oakfield,1
could write without sermonizing and Me., is helping us at the home camp. he never catches a fish, he is never
without appearing to be a “ space She returns to Oakfield on Monday idle and spends- his time making
and improving the trails that 'go in
next.
different directions through the woodi.
Recent arrivals at Libby’s Camps
There are three June bridal couples
Cost of a Villa.
are:
W. B. Swett and
C. Q.
here,
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. 'Frisbie of
Oakes’ Cam-ps-, Rangeley, June 26.
When the Smiths’ suburban villa Adams of Boston and C. L. Anderson
Hartford, Conn., Mr. and Mrs. A. M. —Even though- th© almanac indicate:
was completed and they counted costs, of Bristol, Pa.
They have B. F. and
it appeared that the painter’s bill was P. P. Kyle and J. E. McDonald, all of W-essel® 'of Philadelphia and. down in that these are th© longest days in the
the log camp No. 3, Mr. and M-rs. P. year, they certainly are th© shortest
$82 tn excess of the paperhanger’s
charges, the plumber charged $30 more She-rma-n, Me., for guides. The we-atl M. Baimhrklge cf Brooklyn, N. Y., Ave ’ ever knew. ■Never avos cam-p
than the painter; the mason received er is still cool, and very wet much with Mr. arid Mrs. P. M. Bain-bridge life more comfortable and pleasant
More hot sunshine is of the same icity are ‘‘keeping
, $160 more than the plumber and the of the time.
ti.-an it is here this season.
The
♦ house,” and even the weather is
carpenter, who charged $24 more than very much needed.
Aveath-e-r, though variable, has not
the mason, rendered a bill three times
Yours respectfully,
pleasant fer these young folks, who ir.-terf erred with bc-ating a-nd fishing.
as large as that of the paperhanger.
J. C. Hartshorns.
can tell of commencing Quarried life Good catches of tro-ut and salmon are
The lot cost half as much as the
in a log cabin in the wilderness.
tli-e reward of the fishermen. Up to
house, so who can tell how much the
Dr. H. G. Utrick cf Baltimore, Md., date G. W. D. Carter of Portland is
Smiths’ new home cost?
From the -beat landing
ha® c-om-e hack for his 22nd summer high lin-e.
Tlhie fish
at Kennebago and later will he join with a TV2 -pound salmon.
was a beauty and -some fighter, and
ed by liis wife.
Mr. and Mrs. H, A. Furbish of all- tli-e camp’s company Ave-r.e present
Mr.
Rangeley last week Avere in cam-p to see it landed and weighed.
TIME TABLE
and
Mrs.
Carter
are
enjoying
th-edii
Iand entertained a party of friends,
In Effect, May 6, 1916
Hon. and M-rs. G. F. Gcod-spe-ed of new motor beat which arrived last
FARM INGTON Passenger Trains leave FarmWilton, Judge and Mrs. Cleves o-f week.
ngton fo r Phillips, Rangeley and Bigelow, at
J. R. Trask, tine veteran fisherman,
6.15*P. M.. and fo r Phillips at 12.07 P. M. Pas- ,
Hollowell, Mr. and M-rs. Geo. R.
(Special to M aine Woods.)
senger trains arrive from Phillips at 6.55 A . M. !
who
co-mes every Jun-e and S-eptemiIra Hentocn,
The
Barker, Mooselaokmegu-ntic Patte-e of Lewiston.
and from Rangeley. Phillips and Bigelow at 2.10
b-er,
returned
to Ihi-s hom-e recently,
Calvin
Nile
and
R-ub-e
Wilbur
their
P. M.
Lake, June 26.—Everyone is offering
Mixed train arrives at 9.35 A . M. and leaves at
guides, say they w-ere “seme- fisher taking a few fin© trout and salmon
Capt.
Fred
-C.
Barker
congratulation®,
11.00 A. M.
that man,” for their catch of many trout for the home folks.
STRONG Passenger trains arrive at Strong for the Captain wears a smile
Cliia®. Berry, who has been in this
from Phillips at 6 23 A. M.. and from Phillips and tells of his happiness, a® he is now include^ a number *of 4 pounders,
Rangeley at 1.37 P. M., and from Bigelow at 1.25
region
for ten summers, is- here this
which
is
surely
“
good
flly
fishing.”
P. M., and from Farmington at 12.37 P. M. and the proud grand father of his daugh
5.46 P. M. Passenger train leaves S tron g fo r ter's, Mrs. Ray Hamden’s dear little
Silver Birch Cabin i-s taken for season With a fine new mo-tcr /boat
which Aviill carry tw-en-ty passengers.
Bigelow at 5.50 P. M.
baby boy, that has come .to giaden the season from now until the snow
Mixed Train arrives from Phillips at 8.45 A . M.
He will take parties around the lake
flies
-by
WS.
ScibelHenger
and
party
their
hearts
and
home.
and from Kingfield at 8.10 A. M.. and from Farm
ington at 11.45 A. M. Leaves fo r Farmington at
Now that the warm, beautiful days of Phi'ladelplhii-a a-nd Victor Fuller is
8-45 A. M. Bigelow, 9.3d A. M. and Phillips at
have come, each boat brings new ar the guide -who looks out for them.
1.40 P. M.
PHILLIPS Passenger Trains leave fo r Farming- rivals, many of them who are com
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Stevens, Mr. THE CABIN BOAT PRIMER
ton at 6.00 A . M. and 1.15 P. M. For Rangeley at ing back for another happy summer and Mrs. N. C. Barnhart of Plainfield j
6.13 P .M . Passenger Trains arrive from Farm
H IS is a very in
ington at 12.55 P. M. and 6.08 P. M. From Range- here on the lake shore and who ex N. J., who have always been, going
teresting and in
ley at 1.15 P. M.
press great pleasure to return.
to the And-rcndlicks, were here to structive book on mak
Mixed Train leaves fo r Farmington .at 7.30 A .
Pine Tree, Cabin is again taken look the country over for the first ing cabin boats, canoes,
M., Rangeley 1.20 P. M.
the Goodfriend party of New time and were so much pleased, they row boats, etc. It tells
RANGELEY Passenger Train leaves fo r Farm by
ington at 11.25 A. M. and arrives from Farmington York, who have been1 coming here for engaged one cf the cabins and with, of the various streams
one can trip on with a
at 7,50 P .M .
several years. Mrs. Jacob Goodfriend their family return the first of July cabin boat, how to
Mixed Train leaves Rangeley at 7.30 A . M. and
and daughter, Miss Ruth arrived Sat for an. extended sojourn.
equip for such a trip,
arrives at 8.45 P. M.
w.hat to wear and eat,
SALEM Passenger Train leaves fo r Strong at urday to be joined by other mem
Mir. and- Mrs. W, W. Walker and cost of a two month’s
1.20 P. M. and fo r Bigelow at 6.15 P. M.
bers of the family later.
A s they daughter, Mrs. John N. White also
trip. It gives descrip
KINGFIELD. Passenger train leaves fo r Bigelow
are all enthusiastic fishermen
ami cam© from Hartford^ Conn., and com tions and diagrams,
at 9.00 A. M. and 6-38 P. M. For Farmington 12.40
P M. Passenger train arrives from Farmington have landed many a big fish in the pleted arrangements
for a three photographs and chapters on construction,
when to float, when and where to land and
at 6 35 P. M, and from Bigelow at 11.45 A. M. and past no doubt their names will often
months’ stay in camp.
other useful hints. Book is compiled of
8.25 P. M.
be ip /the Maine Woods.
Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Neare
and facts and observations made by the author.
Mixed train leaves fo r Farmington at 6.45 A. M.
Camp Boston is mow taken by a
and arrives from Strong at 10.45 A , M. Leaves
daughters, Miss Lucia' and Miss Char It contains 267 pages, over 40 illustrations
Mr. and
and diagrams, 32 chapters as follows:
for Bigelow at l.P . M. and arrives from Bigelow party from Philadelphia,
lotte Near©: of Cincinnati, Ohio, have Down the Mississippi River in a Cabin Boat,
Mrs. Julian M. S-o'-om-am and
Miss
at 4.15 P. M.
Down the Yukonr The Cabin Boat, How tu
come a long distance and. are happily Trip
BIGELOW. Passenger train arrives from K ing- Stella W. LovenMein who are
Build a Cabin Boat, The Cabin Boat’s Equipment,
here
-located in “ Bid-a-w-ee” cabin for the Furnishings and Furniture, Odds and Ends of
field at 10.00 A . M. and from Farmington at 7.28
Equipment. The Skiff or Tender, The Gasoline
P. M. Leaves fo r Farmington at 10.50 A. M. and for a month’s stay.
season.
Launch, What to Wear, Things to Eat, Cabrn
Miss I. Kittay of New York, Who
7.35 P. M.
Boat Expenses, Cabin Boating Waters, Maps and
“ OWl’s Nest” i-s taken for a Landing Lists, Floating, Floating at Night and in
Mixed train arrives at 2.10 P. M. and leaves at p here for 'her first visit, is so much
Fogs, Going Up Stream, Weather, Making Fast
3.10 P. M.
pleased with the region, she
may month by the following party from and Some Rope Hints, Landings, Troubles, Care
SUNDAY TR AIN .
of the Boat. Ways of Making Money, On Making
Stanford,
Conn:
Mr.
and
Mrs.
C.
Notes, Land Hints, Photographing, Game and
Leaves Rangeley fo r Farmington at 10.50 A. M . tarry until autumn days.
Traps and Trapping, Fish and Fishing,
Prcf. Sigmund Herzog o f
New S. EdAv-ardls and daughter, Miss Ed Hunting,
Phillips, 12.25 P. M-. Strong 12.47 P. M. and ar
Amusements, Books, Trapper’ s Canoe, A Cabin
wards,
Miss
Brown
and
Paul
Nash,
rives from Farmington at Strong. at 2.22 P. M „ York, a fine pianist and
instructor,
Boat Coon Hunt.
Phillips 2.43 P. M- and Rangeley 4.25 P. M.
accompanied by Ms wife, have come Mr. and Mrs. C. H. S. Jaffiary and
Price Postpaid, Cloth Bound, $1.00.
Will
F. N. BEAL, Gen’l Manager,
Maine Woods, Phillips, Maine.
for their -second summer and Mrs. sons, Norman and Kenneth.
Phillips, Maine.
Hahn, who comes for her first visit, Porter is- their guide and they have
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MUCH ACTIVITY
AT OAKE’S CAMPS

SANDY RIVER £ RANGELEY
LAKES RAILROAD

MANY FORMER
GUESTS ARE
REGISTERED

T
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at short notice. “ Tipperary,” Berry’s
new boat, is a beauty and skim®
over the water -like a bind .
Mr. and Mir®. Oakes aire constantly
improving their place, amd seem to
understand just how to make camp
life very comfort-a-blle for all.
Mir.
Oakes Intends to enter his garden, for
first prize this year and Aveil he may.
It is now furnishing lettuce, -raddishes, greens, etc.
Peas are blos
somed a-nd other vegetables so flar
advanced as to make it tlhie very best
garden we have seem.
Miss Bessie Hays, Who spent the
week at Weliesiy College, her alma
mater, returned Saturday, reporting
a pleas-ant -reunion in spite of rain,
which- spoiled outdoor events.

MANY FORTUNATE
ON THE LAKE
Guests at Haines Landing are Re
warded for their Efforts with
Rod and Line
(Special

Correspondence.)

j

Mooselockm-e-g-u-ntLc House, Haines
Landing, June 24.—With fair weath
er. many -boats are on the lake- and
everyone Avail now s-pen-d all the time
pc-sis-ifule out of doors.
These who -care to fish are having
luck, although- net everyone is- as
fortunate a-s Dr. .E. D. Burtt elf Lin
coln, N. H., Who, Avlhile trailing last
Sunday caught one 5-p-cund and a 3
pound s-almon and his -friend, C. B.
Henry one of 4% pounds-, Archie Luf
kin guide.
Fred C. Robin-sicn o-f Farmington,
who now and then takes an hour
off from w-oak, landed a 4-pound sal
mon that kept him b-usy for some
time before he was safle-ly netted.
Many friend® of Miss Mairy C. Rog
ers, a charming Eos-ton young lady,
are happy to welcome her and to
kn-OvV she plans to remain until Sep
tember tills year.
M-r, and Mrs. Hugh J.
Chisholm
and M. E. Bald-win came hack from
their camping trip at Lincoln Poind
last ni-gh-t and left for New York
this morning.
Even the- rain did
not prevent them from having good
sport, and- enjoying tent life in the
wilderness.
They had excellent fly
fishing and had a chance to watch
the deer as they come d-own to th©
pond for a morning drink. Tlbe party
may return- later in the sea-son and
we -hope have better weather for
life in the Avoods.
Mr, and M-rs. C. E. Carpenter of
Pawtucket, R. I., have opened their
cam-p, C-row’s Nest, j-ust above tl:e
hotel and wi’l spend most cf the
summer dry® there.
Messrs. A. D. Hamilton of New
York, C. Mv Larrabee, Paul Fe-nineliy
and E. 'S. Foster of Boston on their
return from a trip to Kennebago
spent -Sunday hare.
Two ladies from Yonkers, N. Y.,
Miss Katherine V. Dolan and Mis-s
Edith Irving Price are this summer
most -pieaisant’y “at home” in one
of tine log cabins in the circle.
H. V. Hunt of Pea-body, Mas-s., and
three Boston friend®, D-r. F.
R.
Chapman, D. T. C-orti-s and A. W.
McAdams -have bad such a pleas-ant
week’s outing that wh-en they start
ed for home this morning declared,
“ We are coming back fpr a longer
stay.”
T-om Canadian and
Jack
McKinnion were their guides, They
took a trip to Kennebago fer the- fly
fishing and Whale trolling on this
lake landed s-eA’-erai good fish, the
largest a 4-pound -sa’m-om.
Mr, and Mrs. E. H. iPirney cf
Springfield, Mass., found this a de
lightful place for a week of log cab
in lifle.
' For their third summer Mr. and
Mrs. H-arri-son Casisard and daughter,
Mis® Dorothy Cas-sard -have
come
from their heme i-n Seldiem., Va., 10
enjoy camp life at Haines Landing.
E.
Bead-el is a New Yorker who
has chosen this hotel fc-r a few
weeks’ onting.
Fc-r the week--end M-r. and Mrs.
F C. Black, Miss Dorris Perry and
Dr. John Tibbetts of Rockland a-re
guests.
H. H. Shield and- son-, H. L. and
daughter, Mis-s Shield and friend,
Miss Anderson of Berlingtcn, Vt.,
have chosen this place for their va
cation.
A number of parties are coming
this week and a good J-uly business
is expected, while even now Mrs.
Bums need-s more camps to accom
modate all who wish t-o enjoy the
hospitality of the Mooselookmeguntic
House during August.
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IN AND ABOUT PHILLIPS

NEW MODEL OF THE WILLYS• OVERLAND APPEARS

A choir con:posed of Hon. N. P. grandson of Mrs. Brackett.
Nc-ble, the Missies Cera Wheeler, Em
Clarence Huff get a 2-pound trout
ma Davenport and Gertrude Stillman, at Madrid this week while stopping
Like a. thunderbolt out of a clear feet ease.
Light as it is, this *
L. B. BRACKETT,
with Miss' Lilian Tco-Laker, accom at J. C. Tirrell’s camp.
sky
has come the announcement cif a model is so built that it can qJ*
Business Manager panist, Timisf ed good music at the
Fishermen are having excellent now model by The Willys-Overland
the best possible use of the
services Sunday morning at
the success fishing Sandy River. George Company, of Toledo, Ohio, wil hch, is powerful motor.
OUTING EDITION
Bean captured 22 which, weighed 13% destined, in the opinion cf those whyp
Union chr.rjh.
Notwithstanding the lo w
pageB .............................................. 11.00 per year
Mrs. JcL.n E. Eump and children of pounds and Mason Dunton got 10 good have already seen it, to cause a price, both tearing car and j
LOCAL EDITION
her parents, ones.
greater stir in automobile circles are equipped completely with ail *
12 and 16 pages •. ........................... $1.53 per year Portland are visiting
Mrs. Percy Gould of Farmington than any of the many sensational de
Canadian, Mexican, Cuban and Panama sab- Mr. and Mrs. Timothy
Sweet for
these accessories Milch prove s °!
■cription 50 cents extra. Foreign subscription two weeks.
visited, her parents', Mr. and Mrs. B. velopments in motor car building
great selling factors, in the dispel
S cents extra.
Frank
Bea/1
last
week
and
attended
Some of the enlistments in the
which have occurred during recent cf expensive makes- of cams. Here a,
militia recently from Phillips and vi the graduating exercises.
years.
The most powerful low pric a few items in the equaiponeMC},^
Entered as second class matter. January 21.
Mrs. Samuel Eastwood of Farming- ed car in the world is tie descrip
cinity are:
Michael Cull inane, Carare said to make it positively ^ '
(9t9, at the postoffice at Phillips, Maine, under
rol:l Smith, Benjamin Binkley, Mad ton, her mother and brother were in tion given of this new product of the ’n the history o f low pricied cars; %
tha A ct of March 3. 1879.
rid ; Alis-i'd Martin,, Carl Crocker, town to attend the graduation cf great Toledo factory and- it is to he
A two unit, sdx-volt electric sw
of Phil their daughter and sister, Mis® Phiiil- known technically as The Wlllys- ing and lighting system, with
Tna Maine Woods thoroughly covers the entire Kimgfield; and Floyd Reed
omiene Bourque.
atate o l Maine as to Hunting, Trapping, Camp- lips.
Overland Company’® ' New
Series tail and dash, lamps and head a*'
Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Russell and Model' 75 B.
nil and Quting news, and the Franklin county
There -will be a special meeting of
In spite of tl.e nation dimmers; ammeter to register theel<*
ocaily.
Hope Rebekah Lodge Friday night, little child of Wilton and, the form wide lamentations concerning tine in trie current; one-man mohair ft®m
Maine Woods solicits communications and fish
June 30, for the purpose of con er’s mother, Mrs. Miriam Russell creasing cost of materials, labor and top hoot; curtains fastened
and game photographs from its readers.
Light refresh were in town Sunday the guests- of mamu,factmring equipment, this latest the inside; built-in., rain-vision, v,-.
When ordering the address of your paper ferring thie. degree.
Mr. George Carpenter, dining at the
hanged, please give the old as well as new ments will ibe served.
motor vehicle is to he be sold at Hinting type windshield'; magnet,
ddresa.
Mrs. Russell
remained
Lightning struck the gable end Elmwood.
$635 for the touring car and $620 speedometer; revolving oil inddcat<
of L. G. Voter’s dwelling Tues with her father, Mir. Carpenter until fop the roadster—prices which, are gasoline gauge; electric h.oni; ^
T H U R S D A Y , J U N E 29, 1916.
day, causing a small fire which was Monday.
said to be equally as sensational as binatiem tail light and license lxack'-r
Dr. and Mrs. W. J. Carter attend the perfoEmance of the car itself.
soo-n extinguished by hand extin
hinged robe rail; foat rest; tire ear
ed the meeting of the Maine Dental
guishers.
RESOLUTIONS OF RESPE CT.
Tlhie New Series Model 75 B Over Hers in rear; extra demountable
Mr. and Mrs. S. G. Haley motored Association at Rangeley this week. land naturally bases its elaipi-s, to fuijl set c f tools, tire repair kit,
Dr. B. S. Eiliolt cf Lewis ton stop beins toe most powerful low priced and pump.
to
Portland and back Tuesday.
Whereas; our *Heavenly Father to
S. G. Halley has ordered a. car ped off in, Fill,Flips Wednesday en car in the world on its motor and cn j in appearance, the tody also
his divine wisdom has seen fit to
load shipment of the model 75B, route for La® home and attended' the the exhaustive test®, which) its build- j with the designs of most costly
remove foam our midst, Brother Elwhich, is advertised in another ccCf ] meeting cf Blue Mountain Lodge, h . ers insist have shown conclusively its practically toe only difference bto
bridge Di'Il,, therefore he it
& A. M., of which he is a member.
umm, and expects them to
superiority o-veir anything c f its- kind j that it is smaller in size. Cliaa-ao*
Resolved:
That in the loss of
During the thunder shower last
about
the
10 th of July.
ever manufactured heretofore. With And stability are noticeable in everBrother Dill, Mt. Sad diet ark Ledge,
Tuesday
afternoon.
lightning
/Struck
Miss Mai’ dlred Cheney of Brockton,
a large bore new 3% inches afcd a ; detail.
it has the latest Mream’p
No, 92, I. O. O. F. has lost one of
Mas®!., returned home Monday after toe dwe liipg house cf L G. Veter. 5-inch stroke, it develops 31% tier®®-, design, which has proved £0 attrar
their active and energetic members,
No
cue
was
in
the
house
at
the
a week’s visit with, her cousin, Mbs.
power at 1,950 revolutions per man-j ive to the army cf buyers cuofcg ^
one who was ever faithful to the
time and it w,a.s some time before
J. Blaine Morrison. .
ate.
This: performance, at this low,'tost few mentis', and its long sweep
prime it leg of Odd Fellowship and the
Mrs. C. L. Pierce and children tLe neighbors discovered the fine. speed, in toe opinion of those ex- j in- cfcrves lead in an unbroken,
putflfc at large an honorable and up
left last week far several weeks’ The Ere c cmp any .-was called out, hut pert to automobile building, pretnis- j from the radiator to toe full curwj
right citizen.
visit with relatives in WalerviTe and ^ v,-’,as extinguished vita chemical es the greatest possible power from
A one piece cowl and a slop,
Resolved:
That as a token cf other places.
’ •
j fire extinguishers and a few pails the motor, with the smallest amount back.
tog back increase its, graceful apjearesteem to our departed brother, that
Miss Grace Pope of Clinton, Mass.e' r-i water.
The fire was- between of wear on tine motor itself. Like a
ance, while the' crowned fenders o;
ou,r charter be draped in. mourning is the guest cf Er. and Airs. E. C. 1 e maa'n house and the ell.
The flash, this amazing meter will take
heavy sheet steel add another featnrfor a period of 30 days, and that a Higgins.
Miss Pope has a position damages have not as yet been, ad- the car 2% miles an hour to .53
that is rare in ' inexpensive vJ*.
copy of these resolutions be spread as teacher at Pittsburg, Fa., this Justed, tut they 1 a^e been est.ni,at
miles an hour, on high, with all the Concealed door handles and hinges
upon cur records, and printed in faV]_
.
i ed righ t around $100.
ease of action so widely advertised a,re also used in this model. Ttero
Maine Wcodis. and that a copy be
Arthur J. Chick cf Monmouth is ■ Richard Field will go to Cveaiwat- in the big, powerful, machines selling
are iliamge pockets cn the inside of
sent to the family of cur deceased Republican candidate for State Sen- fei" Pend Saturday to enjoy life in a
at five and six tames, its list price.
tile dco-rs, so -neciessary for carryng
brother.
Boys’
Camp
for
two
months.
There
atcr from Kennebec county. From
The low price of the new car nat travelling incidentals-, and the roomy
G. W. Grover,
our knowledge cf Mr. Chick’s capabil will be six hoys in camp with, two urally implies economy, but toe seats have high, comfortable lacks
W. S. Toothaker,
ities we think his friends will make or more guardians: Mr. Richard Good Willys-0verlamd officials show that, with sent cushion® built cn dee;
F.
B. Davenport,
win, who has been one of the instruc unlike many other instances' of low
no mistake iby electing him.
coiled -springs.
The machine is fin
Committee on Re solutionis.
Tuesday, July 4th,, the stores in tors at the Abbott school, Farming priced cars, the economy doe® net ished in solid black with nickel and
ton,
wild
have
charge
of
the
camp.
town will he closed1all day.
Please
And polished aluminum trimming^.
end with, the purchase price,
Money Well Invested.
Daniel Miner of No-rthwood, N. H.,
bear this in mind and govern ycuirhere again, the efficiency of that
The drive, of course, is left hatfl
New Jersey has voted $7,000,000 for self accordingly.
is visiting his parents, Mr. and' Mrs: wonder-motor, as the Overland ofwith
a center control to facilitate
good roads, and it is one of the states
He made the trip ficials refer to it, is demonstrated.
Charles Green was up river Tues C. W. Miner.
driving, Whale the electric control but
that have learned by experience that
by
auto.
Test® have- repeatedly proven, that
imoney spent on highways is well in- day to meet his son, Oscar Green,
Mrs. F. H. Wilbur came out from this sensational car will accomplish ton, on the steering column ena&
who has been located at Bust,is for
ivested.
'
the driver—man, woman or childsome time.
He is a member cf camp at Rangeley- Tuesday for a fewT 25 miles cm one gallon of gasoline to control the horn, lights and igrt
Company E and was
summoned days’ visit with her aun£, Mrs. N. P. and 18 to 20 mile® per gallon is a icn without stooping from, the natural
Surface W ater Left.
Poor drainage leaves much surface home to join hiis company in prepar Ncihile.
common performance in average all- position at the wheel.
principal of the
water on poorly constructed country ation fer the Mexican conflict.—Inde ‘ Fred Moulton,
around use.
The motor is cooled by the mo?
roads.
Grammar school for the past year,
pendent Reporter, Skowhegan.
The motor, however, is but one cf advanced theirmo-syphcn system, tc
has
accepted
a
position
as
principal
Karl Howland will clerk in E. H.
the many features cf this inexpen
The radfatr
First Feed fo r Chicks.
of the Casco High school,. Mr. Mqul sive car which are causing comment pump beiaig required:
Whitney's drug store this summer.
Chicks should not receive food until
is of the noted Overland cellular tytton
has
done
excellent
w
rork
in
the
Friends were glad to greet Dr. B.
on every side. In riding comfort it i® with, vertical
they are thirty-six hours old.
circulation and tie
S. Elliott of Lewiston who stopped Phillips school, and 111® friends wish said no car anywhere near its price
whole shell i® pressed from a atfor
him
much
success
in
his
new
off in Phillips Monday night en route
can compare with. it.
It is equipped gle sheet of steel.
A Tillotson- car
to Rangeley, where he attended the field.
with, four-inch' tires—something prac
buretor is used and this make of car
Miss
Catherine
Galvin,
a
trained
meeting cf the Dental Association at
tically unheard of up to now to cars
nurse from Lewiston, is, caring for of this type, no other make selling buretor needs no introduction to at;
the Rangeley Lake House.
cne acquainted with toe best ia
A Sunday school will be organized Mrs. Norman Butler and little daugh anywhere near this, price is equipped
motcr cars.
One of its greatest
ter.
at the Cushman schocihouse cm Tory
with. 4-drnch tire®. Those' who have point® of deisa,rabidity ■is its extreme
W. B. Butter of thie Phillips Hard ridden, cm four-inch, tires know well
Hill next Sunday morning.
ly simple adjustment.
An impin'
Grace Noel of Waterville is the ware Company is having a new, ex their advantage from the standpoint
ed
ignition!
system
also
adds
to tie
guest of Hazel Well’ s for a week. perience, and that is suffering with of riding comfort in, a car of this
We have fresh ice cream, arriving
eff fUciency of the new model. It pro
such,
a
severe
cold1
ais'
to
keep
him
size.
The easy riding qualities cf
every day at our fountain.
Floyd Mrs. Fred Well® is visiting friends at home a few day®.
Will is usual the car are further enhanced by canti vides a sure, hot spark at even tie
in Waterviile.
E. Parker.
lowest speeds.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Dunham tcok ly “ on the job.”
lever rear springs, am, important part
A constant level' splash, system pro
Floyd Reed who has joined the army of toe equipment of higher priced
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Wing to Augus
Oxidized and white iron beds,
vide® thorough lubrication under &
1
ta Wednesday to visit their son,, as a volunteer has passed the examina cars.
They
reduce
to
the
minimum
large' stock at the right price®'
The transto
Clifford who departed for the border tion and leaves Farmington with Co. K the jarring caused by driving over manner of usage.
C. F. Chandler & (Son’s.
today for Texas. Malcolm Barker who rough, roads.
wiifhi the militia the same day.
This, is due largely to sion is of toe, selective sliding gea:
belongs
to
the
U.
of
M.
cadets
has
not
Miss-, Hilda Goodwin cf Farmington
the fact that the cantilever spring is type with three' speeds, forward and 1
We seflIL the Big Ben, and Baby
The gears' themselves arc
yet had the final examination but ex attached to the axle of the car at reverse.
was
the
guest
cf
friend®
in
town
Ben alarm decks.
A. G. Cronkhiite.
nickel
steel,
double heat treated an!
pects
to
pass
all
right.
last week.
the rear end of the spring, instead of
of the 'Stub tocithi type.
The r«'
There will be no dance at the Grange in the middle.
Mrs. N. C. Brackett of Harper’s
When,
the
wheels
Get your fruit for the 4th; in good
axlie
jL
®
of
toe
floating
type,
with foe: ,
hall
Saturday
night.
The
dance
which
Ferry, W. Va., Mr. and Mrs. G. W.
strike a rough, spot, toe re-action is
season at E. R. Toothaker’6.
’
The £n®:
Wood o.f Lewiston and Miss Louise was to have been held there July 4th directed backward at a slight angle bevel differential gears.
Newcomer of West Virginia who is has also been cancelled.
instead of straight upward against axle is an, I-beam section., drop fet
G.
A. Bean’s store will be head
Hope Rebekah Lodge will meet Fri the springs, as is the case with, or ed in one heat without weldi?
attending Bates College, attended
quarters for fireworks during the
Bowdocn commencement exercises at day evening, June 30 and work the de dinary types' of springs. The effect Steering knuckles are designed tc
4th.
Brunswick last week.
j.
Scott gree. Each member is requested to is the same as that of a glancing blov give an, unusually short turning rsc
ius and the brakes' are large Bpd
Brackett of the cilass of 1916 is a bring 10 cents for light refreshments. compared with, a solid1shock.
Scythes and snaths, drag rake®,
Miss Edith, Mortem is bonne from
The New Series Model 75-B Over powerful, Which goes to make it ow
hand rakes, and all other haying
her
teaching
in
Springvatle
for
the
land
is one- of the
extremely few of the easiest cars in the, world to
Fifty Against Two.
It is net rea
tools' can be feund at the Phillips
summer
vacation,.
light cars, perhaps the only one in. it: operate in crowded traffic.
sonable to expect two weeks of out
Hardware Co’s: store.
Mrs.
W.
S.
Briery
of
Lewiston
has
The clutch and brake pedals &class, in wlhichi toe maximum, cf speed
ing to overcome toe effects of Fifty
been the guest of her mother, Mrs. can be utilized without rattling the be adjusted to toe reach most cot- (
weeks
of
confinement.
Take
Hood’s
Just look at the' assortment of
car’s frame to pieces and without venient fer the driver, and tier
it re L. F. K emuis ton for the past week.
glass jar® and 10<* crockery at C. Sarsaparilla along with you.
jarring the passengers out of thieir large and roughened surfaces insurc
freshes the bleed, improve® the ap
M. Hoyt’s.
|
seats.
In fact, the machine- is a firm footoeid at all times.
petite, makes sheep easy and restful.
FEDERA TED CHURCH.
clutch is of the well-known Up
simply
a
roomy,
comfortable,
solidly
E.
H. Whitney has- just installed a
j
built car constructed on a light basis land aluminum, cone type,
new cash register.
Mewin' Sherburne Hutchins, pastor. with suck, careful attention, paid to faced.
A glance into our window will
Calendar^ fer week ending July distribution' of weight and stamina of < Thie forlegqing are some cf P
Tim- to buy straw hats at D. F. show you the Latest Ideas in
parts- that it wiill hold the. read, b,e it features which go to make ^
8
.
:
Hoyt’s.
Modern Jewelry there set forth.
Sunday, July 2: 10.45.—-Morning dry or Slippery as caise may be, latest arrival in the automobil? wo:
Our latest goods arehnostly shown in
Sermon, “ Our National while the wonder-meto-r is smoothly a most diesdrablie light weight caril!
Sale of coats, suits, shoes, etc., at the window first. Inside you will find worsi ip.
developing with, sufficient energy tc well as toe must powerful' lew prSedgeley’s.
'
Style, Beauty and Rare Good Taste re Birthday.” 12.10—.Sunday school.
propel a much heavier car with, piem- ed car in the world.—Adv
W
’
est
Phi,'lips
at
3
p.
m.—Preach
flected in every article. If you are
S'ermon, “Our National
discriminating you wi.l demand our ing service.
N O T IC E
Whenever you write to one of our
CA RD OF THANKS.
goods, if not you will need our Pro Birthday.’’
advertisers, don’t forget to mention
We wish to thank the firemen,
I shall be in Phillips (Hilton tection.
Monday, July 3: 7.30.—.Meeting of
Maine Woods.
It Is Important to friends and neighbors for their efficier.
House) on or about June 25,1916.
th e Fe der ate d eh urcb,
you
to
do
so;
important
to us and work at the fire at our homte last Tues
FRANK F. GRAVES,
Thursday, July 6: 7.30.—Prayer
CRONKHITE’S, The Jeweler
the advertiser naturally wants bo day.
Graduate Optometrist..
meeting.
Subject, “A Multitude of
Mr. and Mrs. L. G. Voter,
know where you found Ms name.
’Phillips, Maine.
Discipies*—Selection of the Twelve.”
Will Voter.

Phillips, Maine

AMONG OUR
ADVERTISERS

M A IN E

CLASSIFIED
One cent a word in advance. N o headline or
other liBplay. S ubjects in a. b. c. order
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GRADUATING CLASS PHILLIPS HIGH SCHOOL— 1916

FOR SALE—Desirable house lots in
Phillips.
Address Maine Woods.
FOR SALE—Pressed
straw. Small
pigs and shoats.
B. F. Beal, phdflr
lips, Me.
FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE)— Young,
sound, acclimated horses. Both heavy
and light.
’Phone 14-4. R. C. Ross,
Phillips, Me.
•
FOR SALE—The W. C. Beal farm.
B. F. Bead, Phillips, Me.
FOR SALE OR TO RE3NT— Camp in
Maine woods, fully furnished, all con
veniences, incline!iirug motor boat. For
particulars apply to Maine Woods.
FOR SALE— Farm and land in Phil
lips, field, pasture and orchard. Five
minutes walk from station.
Write
for particulars. D. R. Ross, PhiMips,
Me.
FOR SALE—Barred Rock eggs. Good
cross cf prize winning birds. Special
pen, 75 cents per setting; others 50
cents.
Hannah. E. Buker, Weld, Me.
FOR SERVJ CE—White Chester boair.
Don Ross, Phil'lips, Me.
W A N TE D -1Horses and young stock
Morton pasture
to pasture iin - the
F.
A.
PI: mips,
near Mt. Btoe.
Maine Telep hone 36-2.
Buy,
M STD ANTIQUES.
c f old -time
sell, excl amge all sorts
Stephen Van
and mod<*rn £i>rearms.
f i r e a R1VIS

Renssndaeir, An tdques, 22
Street, N<5W Yor k .

East

3 4 th

WANTED— First-class man cook for
boys’ summer camp, North Belgrade,
Maine.
Best of references required.
Good pay to right man.
Apply to
Henry Richards, Gardiner, Me.
Point Lodge,’
situated on Lake Mooselookmeguntic
directly opposite
“ The
B irch.es,’’
known as the Newport of Maine.
Unquestionably the most beautiful
spot in the Rangeley Lake country.
Comfortably accommodates fourteer
persons, modern plumbing, ice house
full, woed shed stocked, motor boat,
rowboats and canoes, all in good
condition. Salmon and trout fishing.
Apply to J. L. Kraus, 29 Broadway,
New York City.

FOR R E N T —“ Birch

WANTED— Men to work on Kingfield
bridge.
Rate 25 cents per hour.
Come ready to work. Address Sand
ers Engineering Co., Kingfield, Me.
WANTED—A few summer boarders
at Grand View Farm.
Good fishing
and hunting.
Anyone looking for a
quiet, healthful place wdiliL do well to
inquire at Maine W oods office.
FOR SALE—Team outfit, horses,
weighing 3200, nine and ten, clever,
goed order, good workers; . harness,
wagon and sleds, nearly new', all in
good repair. W ill sell ohe^p. If in
terested come and see them, or ad
dress Bex 35, Fayette, Maine.

R U TTY SPOTS IN A ROADBED
U ncontrolled W a te r Is Cause of Many
Bad Roads— Drainage Is Recom
mended as Remedy.

W e have been quite interested lately
in traveling over roads in central Iowa
at a time when we did not expect
them to be at all good, to find that
where they were dragged the going
was quite good; and where not
dragged, quite rough. But even where
good, there were spots in the roadbed
that were rutty. Now, what is the
cause of these ruts every mile or two
of good, fairly well dragged roads?
Nothing but water uncontrolled. These
are seepy places. Filling up the ruts
by dragging does not prevent the trou
ble. The drag does not reach the root

BOARDERS wanted at Camp Dewey,
Vamnum Pond.
Best c f camp ser
vice.
Boats to let, fine beachi for
bathing. Weekly boarders taken.. Only
$7.00 to $10.50 per week, according
to room.
Write Mrs. H. E. Farmer,
Temple, Me.
FOR SALE— My hot61, camps and
xand at Carry Pond.
Will s e l to
the right party on easy terms. Will
take house, house lots cr farm prop
erty as payment at its value.
Henry
J. Lane, Carry Pond, Me.
FOR SALE—Delicious wild' strawber
ry preserves.
Strictly pure, firstGood Road in Colorado.
class.
Pints 60 cents.
Mrs. Robert
of the matter. The fact is that just
Golding, North Perry, M>aine.
above these seepy places where the
ruts are, there is a vein of hard clay
FOR SALE—Two horse McCormick coming out, which the water cannot
mower, two horse potato hoe, 8 H. readily penetrate. Hence It comes out
P. Reliance engine, twro seated Dem under the roadbed, just a3 a slough
ocrat.
J. L. Woods, ^hailldiP'S, Me.
comes out on the side of a hill.
The remedy for this is tile drainage,
WANTED—Ebtpeirienced’ ccofc would and the drain should not be located
like situation for summer. References in the seepy place, but above it, so as
if required.
Mrs. D. E. H:nk ey, to intercept the water that makes the
seep. Just on the same principle that
Ramgeley, Me.
in draining a slough with many
branches and prongs, the work is done
WANTED—A first class ship build
best by tiling around the prongs and
er who is competent to operate a into the slough below at the lowest of
small ship yard.
He must be able them, instead of in the middle of it.
to read drawings and lay cut w'ork For whenever watei gets into a slouvT
for a small ship yard which is build
ing one cr two 1,500 ton schooners. LOST—Pair of eye glasses in black
Reply giving references, experience, case.
Finder please leave at Mafine
and salary expected to P- O.
Box Woods office.
1127, Savannah, Ga.

the damage is done. The point is to should be placed in the excavation
keep it from getting in.
and the culvert well bedded cn this
A little attention to this, together foundation. A head wall should be
with dragging the road after every provided at each end of the pipe cul
rain, will give us fairly good roads— vert the same as for concrete or stone
dirt roads without any hard surfacing culverts, to prevent the water from
—for nine or ten months in the year. getting under the culvert, or along the
Of course, when these seepy places side of it, and washing it out. Cast
are drained, they must have a ditch iron water pipe and corrugated metal,
into which the yyater can run.
if of good, pure iron, will be found to
Permit us to repeat once more a make satisfactory culverts where a
statement we have been making ever small opening is se^essary.
since we made our first address on
All culverts should be laid on a
good roads, 39 years ago: that wa grade and, above all things, they
ter uncontrolled is the cause of bad should be provided with a good out
roads; that there are two kinds of; let to take the water away from them.
water, so to speak; the under water | Sometimes this will necessitate the
and the upper water. The under water |
is that which comes in under the road- j
bed; and the upper-water what comes
on it from above or flows in from the
sides. The way to get rid of the first I
is through drainage; particularly in,
these seepy places. The way to con- {
trol the second is by grading and then
dragging, to put an enamel on the sur
face of the road.—Wallace’s Farmer.

ROAD *
BUILDING
MATERIALS FOR A CULVERT
If Good Build ng. Stone Abounds in Lo
cality It Would Be Advisable to
Use This Substance.

Highway Bond Issue.'
About half the counties In the
United States have issued highway
bonds. The total amount of highway
bonds issued by the counties aggre
gates about $300,000,000, and the total
of all highway bonds, including the
bonds voted by the states as well as
the counties, amounted on the first of
the present year to not far from half
a billion dollars.
Dampness Causes Roup.

Roup often accompanies the damp
and dark poultry house.

M A P S O F M A IN E
RESORTS A N D

ROADS

Maine Woods hss frequent inquiries
for mars of the fishing regions of the
state. e*c. We can furnish the follow
ing maps:
Franklin County
$*-50
Somerset County
.50
Oxford County
.50
Piscataquis County
.50
Aroostook County
.50
Washington Cf unty
.50
Outing map of Maine, 20x35 in
1.00
Geological map of Maine
.H5
R, R. map of Maine
.35
Androscoggin County
.35
Cumberland County
.35
Flancfck County
.50
Kennebec County
.35
<n- x County
.35
Lincoln and Sagadahoc Counties
.35
Penobscot County
-50
.35
Concrete Road and Bridge In Connec Waldo County
York County
.35
ticut Park.

digging of a ditch from two to six or
seven hundred feet long, but the ditch
Available material in the locality must be dug if necessary; the drain
where the work is being carried on is a failure unless we provide the
will generally determine the material outlet.
All culverts should be covered with
of which culverts will be constructed.
For example, if we are in a country a cushion of earth to prevent traffic
where good building stone abounds, it from coming directly on them. In the
would generally be advisable to use case of stone or concrete culverts, six
or eight inches under the macadam
this material for culverts.
If no stone is handy, but good gravel or gravel surfacing will be sufficient.
may be secured, plain concrete, or re With pipe culverts there should not be
enforced concrete, may be found to be less than twelve of eighteen inches,
the most economical material.
In and two feet of cover under surfacing
some localities we shall have to resort material will be more satisfactory.
to the use of pipes. My experience
has been that while a good culvert ROAD BUILDERS ISSUE A MAP
may be constructed by the use of vit
rified tile, its use in most cases has Tentative Routes of 100,000 Miles of
been a failure. This is due to lack of
Articulated Highways in United
proper care in laying the pipe.
States Are Shown.
All culverts, of whatever material,
should be carried to a good foundation.
The National Highways association,
Generally speaking, I would recom that body of enthusiastic lookers into
mend that the waterways of stone the future, has prepared a map show
culverts be paved, and that concrete ing the tentative routes of 100,000
culverts be built with a concrete floor, miles of articulated highways which it
although this is not always necessary. thinks should network the United
In any event the side walls should be States in an orderly manner.
carried to a good, firm foundation, and
This map is the expression of one
each end of the culvert should be pro of the main ideas of the association,
vided with a cut-off wall carried below namely, that trunk-line roads are the
the frost to prevent undermining by first requisite—through routes leading
the water.
from somewhere to somewhere, and
Pipe culverts should be laid on a that the feeder roads must naturally
good, firm foundation. If the natural follow the development and improve
soil does not provide this, a founda ment of these main lines. The theory
tion should be excavated from twelve is like that on which the great railroad
to fifteen inches below the bottom of systems of the country were built.
the pipe and crushed stone or gravei
(B y P A U L D. S A R G E N T , U nited Statee
D ep a rtm en t o f P u blic R oad s.)

J. WI E E MKE 1 T CO.,
Phillips.
Maine.

FO R

GUNS AND
FISH-RODS
William F. Ny e is the great
est authority on refined oils in the
world. He was the first bottler; has
the largest business and NYOIL
is the best oil he has ever made.
NYOIL
HAS NO EQUAL.
Beware of scented mixtures called
oil.
Use N Y O IL on everything
where a light oil is needed. It pre
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica
tion.
Sportsmen, use it liberally on
your firearms and your rod. You will
find it by far the best. Hardware and
•sporting goods dealers sell it in large
bottles, (cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and
in trial sizes at 10 c. Made by

WM

F. NYE,

New Bedford, Mass.
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BOB CAT BOUNTY
HOOKING THE
TROUT
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CANADIAN WILDS

HUNTING DOGS

T h e following books are endorsed
by leading publishers, hunters, trap
pers and sportsmen in North America.
T h e information they contain is re
liable, having been gathered from ac
tual expiences and successful experi
ments of men who are leaders in the
different branches covered by these

By Charles Bradford

FOR HUNTERS, TRAPPERS,
FISHERMEN AND SPORTSMEN
ELLS

T

about

the

e s c r i b e s in a
And still come the claims, for the
Hudson Bay Com
practical man pany; Northern Indians
“Give plenty of time for Chie fi'sili bounty on bob cats the Hast being
ner, the training, and their Modes of
to swallow tbe iluooik,”’ says O. W. received at the .State House on
handling, treatment, Hunting, Trapping, etc
Smith., in Outdoor Life (December, Tuesday, when, the inland fish amid
breeds, etc., best Provisions f o r t h e fcjj
adapted for n i g h t Wilderness, Things to
1914), addressing flue crtoppie (straw game department received one from
hunting, as well as Avoid, etc., etc. The
berry (bass) Arngtar.
Medway.
The box contained the fou
gun dogs for daylight author (Martin Hunter)
It is not un-aaugileTilike to catcih feet, nose and tail of the aniimal and
sport. This book is was with the Hudson
any fish (hooked beyond the lips? the certificate .said i t had been
not intended for the Bay Company fo? about
field trial dog men, 40 years—from 1863 to
AngiMpg liais its gentile qualities as killed on Miarohi 18 last, so that the
but is for the real 1903 and the informa
wedfli a® it®1 practical end®. It’s dif evidences of its1 dleath are no long works.
dog men who delight tion is given from al
These books should be in the
ferent in mere fishing.
I don’t be er real things of joy and comfort.
in chases that are most a half century’s
lieve any Angier would purposely
genuine.
Contains experience. This book contains 277 pages,
The claim certificate is from Town hands of every man who goes into
hook bii® gam® otherwise than in ’Treasurer D, E. Bailey of Medway, the woods, either for pleasure or 253 pages, size 5 x 7 inches, with 45 illus thirty-seven chapters as follows:
trations, 26 chapters as follows:
The Hudson’s Bay Crmpany; The "Free Trader”
the lip—a nerveless center where who gives the date of the killing by profit.
Part 1—Hunting Dogs, Night Hunting, The Outfitting Indians. Trackers o f the North, Provig.
there is n o pain—though the plain Harry Fiske, the Ibumfer, as above
Night Hunting D og -H ls Ancestry. Training ions for the Wilderness, Forts and Posts. About
the Hunting Dog, Training the Coon Dog. Train Indians, Wholesome Foods, Officer’s Allowances,
fisherman, may resort to any method stated and says that the claim was
ing for Skunk, Opossum and Mink, _Wolf and Indian Packs. Indian Mode of Hunting Beaver,
Coyote Hunting. Training for Squirrels and Indian Mode of Hunting Lynx and Marten, Indian
in lid® pursuit.
sworn to before him on May 15, but,
FOX TRAPPING
and Rabbits, Training the Deer Hound, Training Mode of Hunting FoxeB. Indian Mode of Hunting
I remember some years ago when having no blanks, he bad been un
-S pecific Things to Teach, Training—Random Otter and Musquash, Remarkable Success, Things
BOOK
of
Suggestions from Many Sources. Part 2—Breed to Avoid, Anticosti and its Furs, Chiseling and
two fishermen caught the same fish able to forward it until the date of
ing and Care o f Dogs—Selecting the Dog, Care Shooting Beaver, The Indian Devil. A Tame Seal,
instructions
and Breeding. Breeding, Breeding (Continued), The Care o f Blistered Feet, Deer Sickness, A Case
(a large flulke), one hock being in June 6.
tells how to trap,
Peculiarities of Dogs and Practical Hints, Ail- of Nerve, Amphibious Combats, Art of Pulling
the fish’s mouth and the other hook
ments o f the Dog. Part 3—Dog Lore—Still Trail Hearts, Dark Furs, Indians are Poor Shots, A
The law provides, that the tail only s n a r e , poison
ers
vs Tonguers, Music, The Dog on the Trap Bear in the Water, Voracious Pike, The Brass
on the inside of the fisli’s stomach, shall be sent to the department, but and shoot. A
Line, Sledge Dogs of the North. Part 4—The Eyed Duck. Good Wages Trapping, A Pard Necesvaluable
b
o
o
k
: Hunting Dog Family—American Fox Hound, The sary. A Heroic Adven’ ure. Wild Oxen, Long Lake
it was decided after a long discus they evidently wished to be sure of for trappers. If
: Beagle. Dachshund and Basset Hound. Pointers Indians, Den Bears, The Mishap of Raison.
sion that the fish really belonged to the claim.
I and Setters. Spaniels. Terriers—Airedales, Scotch
The law also says the all the methods
Price, postpaid, cloth bound 60 cents
Collies. House and Watch Dogs. A Former Hunt
the man whose hook held to flue tail shall be. cut from the. skin by as given in this
er—His Views, Descriptive Table of Technical
Terms.
mouth; the swallowed book was the treasurer, but the claim is chang had been stud
ied out by one
Price, postpaid, cloth hound 60 cents.
STEEL TRAPS
judged as illegitimate.
ed to shew' that the hunter did the man and he had
Pishes boobed in the mouth do deed, in the presence of the treas begun trapping
e s c r ib e s the
when Columbus
not suffer any pain.
I’ve re caught urer.
various makes
d
i
s
c
o
v
e
r
e
d
FUR
FARMING
many a once-lest .specimen with my
and tells how to use
The sad part cf it all is, that the America, more
Ithem. Also chapters
smell in its lip; these in both, fresh app.rop;riationi for the bounty on than four hun
on care of pelts, etc.
BOOK ofgr
water and salt water.
Incidents of bob cats, bias for a long time been dred years ago
Phis book contains
information"
this character furnish one of the at a Low ebb, and it* is practically he would not be
333 pages, 5 x 7 m.,
about fur-bearingl
half
completed.
This
book
is
edited
by
A.
many proofs that mouth.-hooking the certain that with all the care taken
and 130 illustrations,
R. Harding and contains about 50 illustra animals, enclps-w
[printed on good qual
fish is perfectly humane. Two friends in this case, Mr. Fiske is behind tions, and about 200 pages, is divided into ures, their habits, I
[ity heavy paper. Just
care, etc., and is I
witnessed my catch. (July 11, 1915) the flag and will realize nothing.
22 chapters, as follows:
the book that trappers
th e recognized#
General Information; Baits and Scents; authority on / a r t
rt a Long Island two-amd-oiie-quarterhave long needed.
Foxes
and
Odor;
Chaff
Method
Scent;
Gives the history of
pound brook trout that had a fly and
Traps and Hints; All Round Land Set; Snow raising —now in £
steel traps, how made,
edition— I
leader (my first cast) dangling from
Set; Trapping Red Fox; Red and Grey; Wire fourth
sizes for various ani
written from in-1
Us mouth., the. -gear hie broke away
and Twine Snare; Snare, Shooting, Poison;
mals with detailed in
formation secur-1
My-First
Fox;
Tennessee
Trapper’s
Methods;
with a few minutes before his act
structions on where and how to Set. This
ed from reliable |
Many
Good
Methods;
Fred
and
the
Old
book contains 32 chapters as follows:
i
ual capture.
sources, includ-1
Trapper; Experienced Trapper Tricks; Rey
Sewell Newhouse; Well Made Traps; A
There is no need of subjecting
nard Outwitted; Fox Shooting; A Shrewd ing U„S. Govern-1 j
_____ - Jj Few Failures; Some European Traps; Proper
* fishes to any pain, in angling. Hook
F'ox; Still Hunting the Fox; Fox Ranches; ment r e p o r t s . ^ ! ____ ;
Sizes; Newhouse Traps; Double and Web
(Special to Maine Woods.)
Demand for furs
Steel
Traps.
therm in the lips, and kill them the
I is increasing yearly while the supply is be Jaws; Victor, Hawley & Norton; Jump Traps;
Garry Pond, Me., June 24.—Over 90
very second they are taken*from the guests have registered at these camp;
coming less. Fur farming is a profitable Tree Traps; Stop Thief Trapfc; Wide
Price, postpaid, cloth honnd, 60 aknts.
industry. Book contains 266 pages, 39 il Spreading Jaws; Caring for Traps; Marking
water.
Letting them die slowly not
since May 15th.
Some fine trout
lustrations from photographs; ^chapters Traps; How to Fasten; How to Set; Where
only pains the captured fishes, but have been taken; the largest weigh
to Set; Looking at Traps; Mysteriously
as follows:
SCIENCE OF TRAPPING
injures them as food.
Supply and Demand, What Animals to Sprung Traps; Good Dens; The Proper
ing three pounds waisi taken by Mr.
Be a sportsman in angling as well and Mrs. Charlies R. Russell! of Ever
E S C R I- Raise; Enclosures, Laws Affecting Fur Bait; Scent and Decoy; Human Scent and
BES.the : Family,Box Trap Trapping. Fox Raising, Fox Signs; Hints on Fall T -apping; Land
as in hunting.
The chivalric gun
ett, Mass.
Two years ago Mrs.
fur-b e a r i n g I Raising in Canada, Skunk Raising, Mink Trapping; Water Trapping; When to Trap
ner, unlike the market sheeter, does Russell caugbtt the record trout from
animals, their 1 Raising, Opossum Raising, Muskrat Rais- Some Deep Water Sets; Skinning and
not pot has quail huddled stationary East Carry. Pond weighing 3 pounds
nature, habits ' ing, Raccoon Raising, The Beaver and the Stretching; Handling and Grading; From
or the ground; he gallantly takes it 7 ounces and this same lady said she
and distribu I Otter, Killing, Skinning and Stretching, Animal to Market; Miscellaneous Informa
tion.
t i on, w i t h ! Deer Farming.
or the wing—gives, it a fair-chance.
was perfectly satisfied with, her luck
Price, postpaid, clotb bound 60 cents.
p
r
a
c*t
i
c
a
1
Price,
postpaid,
cloth
bound,
60
cents.
So the Angler, unlike the trade fish- this year.
methods for
catch quite my share of many
their capture.'
The fly fishing has net been first
Contains 245
catches quite my share cf many class on account of the cold weather
Land Cruising and Prospecting CAM P AND TRAIL METHODS
pages, size 5
species of fishes., but I cnily rarely
and heavy rains, but with some
x 7 inches,
H IS is one of the
suffer them to swallow the bait, and
S A valuable
with 40 illus
warm., fair weather fly fishing is exm o s t practical
r
this by accident.
Even pickerel
book
for
home
trations. The
books on woodcraft
ra» uy •O'*"™ ‘ " “ “ ■'"Ipected to be excellent as was tbe
steaders,
hunters,
c h a p t e r on
ana ttoke (plaice, can be
8KJ ^
^
^
Ju4jr
ever written contain
prospectors, guides ing valuable informa
“ Tracks and Signs” is worth dollars to
ly taken by totals hooked, m t!tae| Mr Lmle Jias ^ r(md frcm ftie
etc.
The
writer,
I young* and inexperienced hunters and traption for all lovers of
lips.
I never allow the pickerel or
, ,„
,
. , ,
,
Mr. A. F. Wallace, the great outdoors.
1
,
, , .. er to tine camps nearly completed and j pers, as the author shows drawings of the
an e x p e r i e n c e d The author of this
the black bass to swallow the bait; 1
T „ .. ,
...
,
., footprints of the various animals. The au*
1 after Juijy 1st anyone wishing to nde
land surveyor, land book has spent years
thor is personally acquainted with some of
I hook them. in flue lip as I (hook from
„
„
Bragg's - Landing to camip
cam the most expert trappers in North America,
cruiser and pros in the woods,
my trout—on flue wing, as it were.
pector, in his intro
be -hauled in very comfortably.
A

D

A

D

FINE TROUT AT
CARRY POND

D

T

backboard, with, automobile wheel®,
drawn by a. pair c f mules is the con
No matter whether Shakespeart
was, or whether we just made him veyance and wiflll carry five passeng
his is a great and influential person ers.
There wSBOl be plenty of room, here
ality. In our early individual child
hood they destroyed our Santa Claus; [ for all who wish, to come- in July, hut
in the midday of civilization they at; in August alll accommodations are
tack our Shakespeare; e’er comes tin ( booked for in advance,
evening of knowledge they seek t(
yy jj l .
“ scrap” our God. It may be correo
to take down “ Truth” and put up "My
thology,” but where ignorance is in
SU B S C R IB E NO W
FOR
M A IN E
epiration leave us to the worship 0 W OODS A N D R E A D T H E LOCAL
our delusions!—Detroit Tribune.
NEW S.
Give Us the Old Gods and Men!

and has also followed the Indians over their
duction says: “ To
trap lines, and in this way learned many
the men who fol
things which to the white man are not gen
low the compass,
erally known.
The book contains twenty-four chapters the trap and the trail, this work is inscribed.
as follows: The Trapper’s Art; The Skunk; It is not intended for the ‘Professor’ who
The Mink; The Weaselj The Martin; The can tell you all about things after they are
Fisher; The Otter; The Beaver; The Musk done (by someone else).” Contains about
rat; The Fox; The Wolf;. The Bear; The j 200 pages, 5 x 7 inches, good quality paper,
Raccoon; The Badger; The Opossum; The I with nearly 40 illustrations and contains 20
Lynx; Bay Lynx or Wild Cat; The Cougar; ( chapters a$ follows:
Maps; The Compass; Examining and LoThe Wolverine; The Pocket Gopher; The
Rabbit; Tracks and Signs; Handling Furs; j eating; Early Surveys; Corner Marks; Misj cellaneous Information; Points for HomeSteel Traps.
| steaders; Prospecting for Gold; Sampling
Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 60 cents.
I Ore; How to Locate a Claim; Poor Man’s
Ore Mill; Prospecting for Fur; Prospecting
for Pearls; Prospecting for Bees; Rations
| and Camp Cookery; Camp Kits; Guns, Axes
DEADFALLS AND SNARES
and Packstraps; Building Cabins; Tanning,
Etc.; Getting Lost; The Red River Trapper.
BOOK of in-_________
s^ructions f'o 1
Price, postpaid, clotb bound, 60 cents.
trappers about these
a n d ' ot her home
made traps by A. R.
MINK TRA PPIN G
Harding. This book
contains 232 pages,
BOOK of in
sizes 5 x 7 inches,
struction, giv
and 84 drawings and
ing many methods
illustrations, printed
of trapping. A val
on good heavy pa
uable book for trap
per. The most com-j
pers as it tells in a
plete book on how'
plain way what you
to m a k e “ home
want to know, that
made” traps ever
is if you want to
published. Building
catch mink.
This
deadfalls and con
book is edited by
structing snares, as
explained in this book is of value to trap A. R. Harding, con
pers where material, saplings, poles, boards, tains about 50 illus
rocks, etc., are to be had for constructing. trations and nearly
200 pages, and is
The book contains 28 chapters as follows:
Building Deadfalls; Bear and Coon Dead d i v i d e d into 20
falls; Otter Deadfall; Martin Deadfall; Stone chapters as follows:
General Informa
Deadfall; The Bear Pen; Portable Traps;
Some Triggers; Trip Triggers; How to Set; tion; Mink and Their Habits; Size and Care
When to Build; Where to Build; The Proper of Skins; Good and Lasting Baits; Bait and
Bait; Traps Knocked Off; String Pole Snare; Scent; Places to Set; Indian Methods; Mink
Trail Set Snare; Bait Set Snare; The Box Trapping on the Prairies; Southern Methods;
Trap; The Coop Trap; The Pit Trap; Num Northern Methods; Unusual Ways; Illinois
ber of Traps; When to Trap; Season’s Catch; Trapper’s Method; Experienced Trappers’
General information; Skinning and Stretch Methods; Many Good Methods; Salt Set;
ing; Handling and Grading;* From Animal to Log and Other Sets; Points for the Young
Trapper; Proper Size Traps; Deadfalls; Steel
Market; Steel Traps.
Traps.

A

L e t William Tell

A

D o n ’ t ta k e our
word for the extra
g o o d n e ss o f th e
bread, cake and pas
try made from this
special flour, milled
from Ohio Red W in 
ter W heat. Order a
sack today and le.t it
do its own talking—
it’s the only way to
le a rn w hat y o u r
bakin g w ill gain
through

Price, postpaid, clotb bound, 60 cents.
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h . m c k e n zie

t r a d in g

c o .,

Ph il l ip s ,
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Price, postpaid, clotb bound, 60 cents.

knows what is want
ed by the woodsmen,
mountain men, pros
pectors, trappers and]
the hardy outdoor people in general. It
contains 274 pages and 68 illustrations.
There are 19 chapters as follows: Pleasures
and Profits of Camping, Selecting a Camp
Outfit, Clothing for the Woods, Pack Straps,
Pack Sacks and Pack Baskets, Cooking
Utensils, Beds and Bedding, Firearms,
Hunting Knives and Axes, Tents and She!
ters.^f’ermanent Camps, Canoes and Hunt
ing boats, Snowshoes and Their Use, Snowshoe Making, Skis, Toboggans and Trail
Sleds, Provisions and Camp Cookery, Bush
Travel, Traveling Light, Tanning Furs and
Buckskins, Preserving Game, Fish and
Hides, Miscellaneous Suggestions.
1#
Price, postpaid, clotb bound, 60 cents.

SCIENCE OF FISHING
SCIENCE OF
FISHING

T h e author says;
“ For those who have
caught them, as well
as for those who
never have.” This
book describes the
fish, tells their habits
and HOW, WHEN
and W H E R E to
catch them; also tells
^
the KIN D of tackle
used for each fish.
Book contains 255 pages, more than too
illustrations, 22 chapters as follows:
, -“j
Remarks on the “ Gentle Art”; Rods;
Reels; Hooks, Lines and Leaders; Flies;
Artificial Baits; Landing Nets, Gaffs, Tackle
Boxes, Etc.; Bait-Casting; Fly-Casting; SurfCasting, Trolling, Still Fishing, Etc.; Use of
Natural Baits; Handling the Hooked Fish;
Fishing for Black Bass; Fishing for Trout
and Salmon; Pike, Pickerel, Muskellunge
and Pike-Perch; Sunfish, Carp, Catfish and
Suckers; Fishing for Tarpon and Tuna;
Fishing for Other Sea Fish; Making, Repairing and Caring for Tackle; General Informa
tion; Commercial Fishing; Distribution of
Fish—Good Places.
Price, postpaid, clotb bound, 60 cent!

MAINE WOODS,

SPECIAL OFFER

H E most practi
cal book on fish
T
ing ever published.

Phillips,
Maine

A n y on e o f the a b ov e 60c\books and on e year’s
subscription to M A IN E W O O D S , outing edition

$1.25

M A IN E

W OODS,

P H IL L IP S ,

M A IN E , J U N E 29, 1916.

er maker® so a® to keep the velocity
constant.
|A. N. -C., Oakland, Clal.:
■ Willi you kindly explain to me
why the autoloading gun is as pow
erful -as a pump gun.
I notice you
state in yc-ur column that it is, but
as the auto-loader is- worked breech,
I cannot understand how it can be.
AM A TEU R
T R A P S H O O T IN G
AS
Ans.—The
autoloading
shotgun
SO C IA T IO N IS G R O W IN G .
aiv-e® the same' penetration as- that
given by other shotgun®, for the rea
Organization Headed by Bandmaster
son that tlie -breech is locked; that
Sousa Now Has Membership of
is, the shell remain® in, the- chamber
595 Clubs.
until all pressure has stopped. The
principle may be compared with- the Club Recently Formed at Gardipci
By Peter P. Carney
disappearing coast d-ef-emse guns. The
Me.,
Make
Excellent
Scores
at
whole barrel and breech block, lock
The National Amjateur Trap-shooted together, recoil against the springs
the Traps.
era’ Association is an organization)
just as do the coast defense guns aof the past.
The American. Amat
gainst the air pressure
cylinder
eur Trap-shooters’ Association
now
H. C. B., Wabash,, I-nd.:
which catches it when it recoil® back
Gardiner, Maine, is the location of has the field all to itself. The A. A.
THE VALUE
OF THE RIBBttED
1*. 1 have written to a number of ward,
th® youngest cf -Maine Gun- Clubs T. A. is a very active body, and has
gun companies trying to got a
BARREL.
and, it is an organization the town a very active body, amdi has a club
shotgun to -shoot about 85 to 90% A, C. F., St. Joseph, Mo.:
should- -be proud of.
It has between membership of 595. The club mem
None of them will furnish
It is amusing to listen to the argu patterns.
1. What is the accurate range of
ments that crop up oecasioinalily re guns to shoot closer than 75%.
I a -revolver with 3-imctb barrel shoot 25 and 30 members-, some of whom bership is increasing a-t the rate 5f
The
are excellent shots and the- club is about fifty club® each memth.
garding: the comparative merits of do not see why they cannot make ing .32 caliber short cartridges-?
in every way in a flourishing con organiaztion, headed by Bond-master
the -plain and ribbed -barrels cxn. the the muzzle a little tighter until they
Ans.—About 20 to 40 yards-.
Sousa; is doing a wealth of good
dition.
%
pump and autoloading guns when get the closeness I want.
2. How long can, you keep shot
Its members are lovers of shoot for -the individual trap shooters, and
An®.—Possibly you do not under gun shells loaded with b-lack and
used for trap work, and the funny
when its worth becomes known to
part of it is that both ©ides- are stand the principle of a choke-bored smokeless powder before they begin ing, -and practically all- are expert
all devotees cf the “ sport alluring”
men
in
the
field.
They
know
hiow
shotgun.
When
a
loadof
shot
pass
right, because choosing between a
to get stale?
to go out and find tlie elusive wood the individual -membership will run
plain barrel and a ribbed barrel is es down the barrel o f a cylinder bore
An®.—If they are kept in, a cold;,
cock and to s-eciure a -bag of partridge into -the hundreds- of thousands!.
barrel
and
leaves
the
muzzle,
the
like choosing between beefsteak and
dry place black powder shells will last
Pennsylvania is the leading State
Some nave hunted and brought down
fried chicken—purely a matter of thing that causes them to spread almost indefinitely with no change.
in cluib membership in the A. A. T.
bigger
game
so
that
their
enjoyment
mo&t
is
tlue
muzzle
blast—that
is
personal preference.
Smokeless powder sii-ell®-, as loaded
A., with 134 clubs, with Illinois sec
other during the -last two or three years-, of tra-p -shooting is am outgrowth cf
The rib on a shotgun barrel—*e ith what scientists claim ; in
ond with an even 100 clubs. Tlie ap
year®.
One
and
all)
they
know
a
er plain or ventilated—lias always words, the shot are free to move are almost a-s stable as black powd
good gun.
pended table show® the number of
seemed to me to be in the same sidewise as soon as they leave the er.
various
The Gardiner Trap Shooting -Club club® enrolled front the
class and cf as much use as playing muzzle, and the felt wads, propelled J. S. C., New Orleans, La.
States:
i®
tlie
re,suit
of
a
desire
to
shoot
and
1.
I have read your article with
tennis with a racquet in one hand by the rushing gases, start them
134
keep in practice for the actual- sport Pennsylvania,
and a book of instructions in the moving sidewise so -that they spread much Interest on the N. R. A. Out
Iljlinois,
100
of
the
fieldwhen
game
birds
are
the
Can .22
repeating
other.
There is no doubt but that a sufficiently to form what is known door League.
Iowa,
(
76
objects
at
which,
tlie
Shotgun
is
When- a bar rifles he used for both the slow
ribbed barrel is easier to line up as -the cylinder bore.
Indiana,
48
pointed.
when the gun is placed at tlie shoul rel is cthoked, it is so bored that and rapid fire shooting?
21
Fred W. Fites-, former Representat Maryland,
An®.—Yes; I am using one my
der, but the successful field shot right -near the muzzle it strikes in
Michigan,
20
ive
to
the
Legislature,
is
the
pres-idem
Fc-r men who can afford but
and. the high score trap shot always such a way that the shot, When it self.
Massachusett s,
19
cf
the
club
andone
cf
the
-best
shots
use guns to which' they have grown reaches this point, is suddenly jam one iri-fle -this is the best type, as in Central Maine.
18
He has broken California,
so accustomed that lining up the med together. This causes the shot While on account of it® light weight 99 out of 100 birds and he and New York,
IS
barrel when the gun is thrown to charge to hold together for a short it may not he so easy to hold silorw Fran-k Harrington, H. L. Gcffldistmlth Wisconsin,
14
the shoulder in a fraction of a sec period after it leave® the muzzle, the fire, it is certainly fine for the rap and William Niv-isom have frequently Missouri-,
13
It is no trick at all
ond, as in field shooting, cr when result being that the pattern is made id-fire -stage.
12
broken 23 out c f 25. J. W. Rafter is Delaware,
Most of the shot to get off -ten- shots in two minute®
“the position’' is carefully climbed very much closer.
12
secretary-treasurer and Albert Task New Jersey,
into, as in trap shooting, becomes a wihich constituted the outside layer with a repeater -and (have all1 the er, H. L. Goldsmith, F. H. Woodbury Ohio,
9
matter of Instinct and habit. In fact, next to the barrel are jammed out of time yen want to carefully aim for andt E. C. Boswortb, -directors.
Colorado,
9
the expert could keep hi® eye® clos shape and leave the charge at irreg each shot.
8
Other member© ore E. E. Hanley, Washington,
ed and do the lining up job just as ular angle®, eo that they are practi
7
R. W. Latlhrop, Fred N. Boston, Idaho,
cally lost anyway.
It would seem to
perfectly.
7
Guy W. Lawrence, All Martin, H. G. Montana,
Charles Asking, one of our shotgun' be a simple matter to make the re
6
Mann, Dr. R. D. Simond©, John yffSl- Alabama,
authorities, believes that the shooter striction at the muzzle smaller to se
6
bemt, EaaiL Berry, Dr. C. J. Birag4§i», Connecticut,
should not see the barrel at aJJt, much cure any desired: degree of closeness
6
Perley N. Lawrence, Dr. F. M. Code, Louisiana,
less carefully line it up; in otner of pattern. When this is done, how NOT,*ES FROM THOROFARE CAMPS E. A. Littlefield, Charles Allien, G. Minnesota,
5
words, he thinks that the lining sp ever, beyond the 70 or 75 per cent
4
Dextef Libby, John Hastings, Robert Oklahoma,
e.rould be done purely by instinct, point the result is- that the shot jam
3
Nivison, H. H. S-teven©:,
William Kansas,
(8pecia! to Main* Wood*.)
3
and there is a great deal to be said together so solidly that they travel' in
Braun, Fred H. Ring, Don Bnadistreet, Oregon,
Greenville, Me., June 21.—Parties
This Is technically known
3
for his argument.
Shooting in this chunks.
Jerry T. Desmond;, Dr. William West Virginia,
enjoying
the fishing, at Thonofare
as
“
balling”
the
shot
charge,
and,
of
I
2
way, of course, necessitates a per
Pierce, Walter A. Campbell, A. Leon Arkansas,
Camps, Moosehead Lake, include H.
Kentucky,
2
fectly fitting gun. Other authorities course, the -shooting of the gun is
Esty aandJ Donald iSnow.
C. Day, Prof. Moody, Geo. W. Cobb
very
irregular.
2
maintain that the rib is very neces
The trap© are located a few mfile®[ Nebraska,
2. What is the best size o f shot and L. E. Bedell of Auburn-, Maine,
r ►
2
sary and that It must be of just
out of the -city an- top of a hail' which Virgumia
and Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Phillips1 of
for
duck
shooting
?
Nevada,
1
so-and-so dimensions, and probably
slope® off to the shone® of CobbossThey report the
An®.— No®. 4, 5 and 6 are thie most Worcester, Mass.
1
for their own particular style of get
eeccntee stream.
Every Thursday New Hampshire,
weather inclement but the fishing
popular.
1
ting at the problem, of shooting, they
afternoon- finds- the members at the North Carolina-,
good.
1
"
'
‘
i
:•
!
|
I
3
are right.
trap®. They are of -the regulation Canada,
The tide of trvael to the MooseA ventilated rib is- simply a regular F. C. iS., Sou-th- Amboy, N. J.:
type, having five- firing points- on a
head Lake fishing ground i® subsid
1.
Yesterday I -bought some shell®
shooter’® platform. Recently an au CHURCHES TO OPEN FOR THE
rib under-cut in such a way that it
for my shotgun and the load- is ing, and never have we had) so many
is kept ood by the air.
It is to
tomatic trap was substituted for one
SUMMER.
visiting
fishermen
for
thespring
marked “24 grains- BalMs-tite.’’ The
of the original one*, and: this- spring
eliminate the heat waves which are
last box of shell® was marked “3 fishing, with the result that many
a clubhouse- was erected.
In this
supposed to arise from tlhe hot, solid
It i® most pleasing to announce
dram® Dupont Powder.” The dealer pound® of the spotted beauties have
rib.
Far practically all) field shoot
building are also stored the traps
that commencing with next Sunday,
told me these shell® had equal pow been taken.
and other accessories-.
It -is ex
ers it is an unnecessary auxiliary.
With the rainy season during the
July 2, it is expected St. Luke’s
er.
I do not understand bow they
pected that the cluib will
arrange
One of the arguments often ad
Chapel on Lake- Street, Rangeley
can be the same power when one spring we should have a pleasant
some matches with, neighboring cities
vanced against the ribbed barrel is
village will be open for the Bummer
box of shell® has less than one-third summer.
during the summer.
that it causes unequal- expansion, re
and- the pastor, Rev. Fir. T. J. Mc
the amount cf power that the other
The membership include® many oil
sulting in putting the barrel under a
The
Oldest
Treaty.
Laughlin. will celebrate mas® there at
shells have.
temporary strain and causing it to
When he was entertained by the the leading citizens- and every ef 6.30 o’clock Sunday morning, also at
Ans.— Smokeless powders are made
fort
i®
being
made
to
keep
the
asso
shoot erratically.
There is no found
*'■<* little church “Our Lady of the
from nitroglycerine and nitrocellu governor of Madeira on his way to
tion for this .belief.
Test® have
South Africa the late Mr. Chamberlain ciation on a high plane.
Lake®” at Oquossoc at 10.30 o’clock
lose.
Balliistite is- What is- known
made the interesting statement that
shown that while there may be a
each Sunday.
as a den®® powder; in other words, the oldest treaty In the English ar
theoretical difference due to this un
this powder is made up without re chives was the first offensive and de
equal expansion,
practical results
gard to i-ts strength for any given fensive alliance between Great Britain
shew that it cannot be detected in
BRICE
bulk or weight.
When- this powdeT and Portugal. This may have been
JULY NUMBER asers.
tlie pattern, or distribution of the
or other dense powder® are used in quite true, if an earlier one entered
shot.
A ribbed barrel is a nice
shot shells- enough of the. pewde-r is into with the Flemings In 1274 had
thing to have if you want it. It won’t
used to produce the proper velocity gone astray or was for commercial
R. L. Spotts of the New York
hurt your shooting, and the moral ef
with an allowable breech pressure. purposes only, for that was the first Athletic Club was high amateur gun
English treaty with a foreign country.
fect may help you- some. However,
Du Pont powder is What is- known The Portuguese treaty was signed at at WeHingtcnj last Friday, breaking
if you have not the price, do not wor
as a hulk smoke lies® powder.
It is Windsor on May 9, 1386, largely as a 190 out of 200 targets in. a field -of
ry, fo- the Qack of a -rib never kept
po made that It will have -bulk
for result of the assistance which John 43 shooters- from alt over New Eng
anybody from becoming a goedt shot.
bulk, as much -power a® black powd of Gaunt gave to John I of Portugal in land and New York.
E. A. -Staples
er.
In other words, three drams cf repelling the Castilians. Five thou of Franklin w-a® second with- a score
Du Pent wilil produce about the sand English troops were sent, and of 187.
same result as 3 dnam® of black the allies gained a notable victory at
The added1bird handicap match wa
powder. When shooters reload their Aljubarrota. The alliance was ce won -by L. F. Curtii® with a total of
mented in 1387 by the marriage of
«wn shell® an accident which' often
King John to the daughter of John of 190.
Mrs. Park of MiaJlden, the
om’y
The man who can’t eat doesn’t feel happen® is p-roduced by the shooter Gaunt.
much like working, and the man with loading dense powder as though- it
woman shooter, made 173 in the
a weak stomach doesn’t get much were buLk with consequences which
match and figured in the handicap
Bathing the Family Clock.
pleasure out of eating. Your stomach are frequently very serious.
When it gets balky and refuses to prize list 'With a total of 183.
is very important to your health, work
go try a bath for the clock before
G.
L. Osborne of -Brookline won the
and happiness. Don’t abuse it, don’t
sending for the clocksmlth. Lay it Massachusetts State trap s footing
neglect it, and when, for one cause or E. R., Canton, Maine:
another, your digestion goes wrong,
Will' you kindly tell me through on its back, remove the face, and championship ini the last day’s- con
and you lose appetite, be kind to the columns- of your paper the muz with a small oilcan squirt kerosene
test, winning a tie -from- F. IE.
Elited by CHARLES’BRADFORD
your stomach. All it needs is a little
all over it into the works. The oil
The only all-angling publication in
rest, and a few days’ doctoring with zle energy of the .401 Winchester, al does not injure the woodwork, and is Lawry in -the third slhoot off.
“ L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine.
Very so the number of grain® of smokeless easily wiped up as it drains off all
“ Billy” Hill, the Portland profes America. Devoted entirely to fighes
soon you will see the improvement in powder?
sional, was1high gun in his classes and fishing. Fishing resort advertise
discolored
with
Jirt
and
grease.
If
your appetite, and with the relish for
Ans.— .401 Winchester ha-s a. muz the works are very dirty and clogged and tied Osborne- fer the1 best gun ments, 3 cts. a word. Display, 25 cts,
food, comes the strength to digest it.
a line.
For this old family remedy helps the zle velocity of 2,142 feet per second. remove them entirely from the frame of the day.
stomach, bowels and liver, and re It is loaded with sufficient smokeless and soak in a bowl of kerosene, sous
Subscription, $1.00 a year. Single
news good appetite and sound diges powder to produce this velocity. Of ing up and down for a minute or two.
copy 25 cts.
tion.
MAINE
course, the lead ha®1 to be changed This rejuvenating bath will probably SUBSCRIBE NOW FOR
No. 1328 Broadway,
Buy » 3 5 c b o ttle at y o u r n e a re s t sto r e ,
somewhat with each! different lot of start the clock on a new lease of
o r w rite to -d a y f o r fr e e s a m p le.
New York
WOODS.
“L. F.” Medicine Co.,
Portland, Me. powder as received from the powd life.

NEWEST GUN
CLUB FLOURISHING

A New Questions and Answers Departmentof Interest to Shooters

ECHOES FROM THE
WELLINGTON TRAPS

For Poor Appetite and
Weak Digestion

M A IN E

PAG E E IG H T

STRATTON
Guy Janes 3ms
returned borne
fnam Partlifund frdm a visit to lids
wife wiho is 'in t'hie -Maine General
hospital.
Her many friends ‘will- he
pleased to know slhe is gaining
from an operation on liier foot when,
one toe was removed.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Taylor and
little daughter, Florence, also Mr.
and Mrs. Norris Taylor, all o f Bing
ham, visited relatives in town and
attended the ball game and horse
trot June 24.
Tine ball game played Saturday be
tween Stratton and Strong resulted
in the score of 14 to 2 in favor of
the Strattons.
T.he Peter Murray Stock Com
pany played two niigHiits- in Lander'S
hall last week to a crowded house.
Harry *11. Hinds c f Farmington is
visiting iiis father, L. T. Hinds and
other relatives for several days.
F.
F. Graves of Belgrade was
professional caller in town last week.
Perley White has been in town
several days, stationed here to get
recruits for Company K of Farmingtan.
Mrs. C. Everett Bean and daughter,
Miss Ha Bean of Newton,
Mass.,
are guests of Mrs. E. H. Grose at
Hotel Blanchard.
Rev. Mr. Ward of Brattleboro, Vt.,
held services at tihie church the past

WOODS,

P H ILL IP S ,

two Sundays.
They were very in
teresting and all wish Jie might be
with us longer.
Fred Gordon .returned home last
week from Massachusetts, where he
went for an operation on. his neck.
Nelson Dyer has purchased a new
Oakland automobile.
Mrs. Everett Ellis went to Ran
geley Sunday.
Site will live in a
cottage on Dickerson’s Island. Her
husband runs the motor boat there.
There was a large crowd at the
driving park Saturday, June 24 to
witness the races which were good
one&.
Anbury Trask, the optician from
Wilton,, was in town, the first of the
week.
M E T H O D IS T

E P ISC O PA L

Federal Inquiry or
Railroad Strike?
Faced by demands from the conductors, engineers, firemen and brakemen
that would impose on the country an additional burden in transportation costs of
$100,000,000 a year, the railroads propose that this wage p roblem be settled by
reference to an impartial Federal tribunal.
W ith these employes, whose efficient service is a ck n ow led g ed , the railroads
have no differences that could not be considered fairly and d ecid ed justly by such
a public body.
#

Railroads Urge Public Inquiry and Arbitration

CHURCH

T h e formal proposal of the railroads to thfe em ployes for the settlement of
the controversy is as follow s: ,

Bessie F, Crowell, pastor.
Sunday, July 2.—Morning worship,
10.45.
Sermon, “ The Disobedience
aof Inaction.”
Sunday school, 12.
Epwortih League devotional meeting,
7:
Subject, “ Temperance.”- Gospel
service of song and praise, 7.30.
Thursday, July 6.—Prayer meeting
service, 7.30.

“ Our conferences have demonstrated that we cannot harmonize our differences of opinion and that eventually the
matters in controversy must be passed upon by other and disinterested agencies. Therefore, we propose that your
proposals and the proposition of the railways be disposed of by one or the other of the following methods:
1 . Preferably by submission to the Interstate Commerce Commission, the only tribunal which, by reason of its
accumulated information bearing on railway conditions and its control of the revenue of the railways, is in a posi
tion to consider and protect the rights and "equities of all the interests affected, and to provide additional revenue
necessary to meet the added cost of operation in case your proposals are found by the Commission to be just and
reasonable; or, in the event the Interstate Commerce Commission cannot, under existing laws, act in tly premises,
that we jointly request Congress to take such action as may be necessary to enable the Commission to consider and
promptly dispose of the questions involved; or
2. By arbitration in accordance with the provisions of the Federal law’ ’ (The Newlands Act).

Leaders Refuse Offer and Take Strike V ote

B IR T H S

Salem, June 15, to Rev. and Mrs.
G. Arthur Woodcock, a son.

Where To Go In Maine
SPENCER LAKE CAMPS
GERARD, MAINE
Maine's Best Hunting and Fishing Section.
Special rates for early Spring Fishing and Fall
H unting parties. Railroad station Jackman,
Me. Post Ofrice, Gerard, Me. F or all inform a
tion address

W. H. Bean,

Gerard, Maine

LEDGE HOOSE AND CABINS
Fishing and hunting.
Excellent Accommodations.
Reasonable juices.
VILES AND GANNETT,
Dead River, Maine

Blakeslee Lake Camps

THE ELMWOOD

JOSEPH H. WHITE, Proprietor
A famous resort for anglers and hun One of the best small hotels in Maine. Open all
the year. Supplied with its own fresh vegetables,
ters. Write for illustrated booklet hhd poultry, eggs, milk and cream. Telephone.
map. Address, Oct. 25 till May 1st, i Garage. Address
Skinner, Me. Summer address, Eustis,
J. F. HOUGH
Maine.
Phillips,
Maine

C A R R Y POND CAMPS
JIM POND CAMPS
Open M aylst,to December 1st. Good
accommodations.
Excellent fishing.
Are open for the season of
Write for booklet.
1916.
HENRY J. LANE,
Send for circular.
Garry Pond, Me.
Via Bingham
T R O U T B R O O K CAiVLPS
Will be Open For the SPRING FISH ING
By May the 10th. Don't iriiss it as
We get some fine trolling and bait fish
ing at that time. -For large TROUT and
SALMON fly fishing, June l. Write
for paticuVars. ■■ 1 •
Mackamp,

R. R. W ALKfiR .Prop.
'
1

Maine

V IA RUMFORD FALLS
Best SaVnym and-Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly
hsuing begins about June ! . Send for circular.
Hoiise.alWays open. JOHN CHADWICK & CO.,
Upper Dam. Maine. .

BILLY SOULE’S NEW CAMPS
tASS M'itUIAGiSSETT

EUSTIS,

GREEN BROS.

MAINE

RANGELEY LAKES

Camp Be.mis, The Birches, The Barker. Write
f i r free circular.
CAPT. F. C. BARKER, Bemis, Maine.

LAKEWOOD CAMPS,
MIDDLEDAM, MAINE
In' one Of the best localities for fishing: atid
hu nitnsm the Rani-eley Region. Camps with
or without, bath. For particulars write for free
circular to

CAPT. E. F. COBURN,
Lakewood Camps,
Middledam, Me.

Septa mb ?r fly fishing for Big Trout. Plenty
of'partridges and1.deer. P. O. address Ox Bow.
Maine. ,

YORK

CAMPS,

ROWE POND CAMPS

It is time to choose your Spring fish
ing grounds. Why don’ t you come here
and.pee how you like it? With favorable;c6ndit1onsyeti <*an g ^ ’good fishing
enough,-size considered and every thing
PIERCE POM)
Furnishes fishing for large salmon and else as pleasanfias yon could wish for in
trout. Fly fishing as soon as ice gpes the woods.
out. ;Seud for circular and references.
Come any time in the season. Also
C. A. SPALDING, Prop.,
nice place to bring your family. Write
Caratunk Me.
to
Round M-mntain Lake Camps. W rite for free
H. W. MAXFIELD,
RANGELEY, MAINE

J LEWIS YORK, Prop.

booklet.

DION O. BLAC K W E LL. Proprietor.
Round Mountain, Maine

R owe Pond.

.

. Maine

OTTER POND CAMPS
A re open to accommodate sportsmen for fish
in g and hunting. Send for circular.

GEORGE H. McKENNEY, Prop..
Caratunk, Me.

DEAD R IV E R REGION

PACKARD S GAMPS
Rangeley Lakes
Rangeley.
Maine

The Sargent. Up-to-date in every
Open from May 15th to Dec. 1st.
particular. Maine's ideal family vaca
tion resort. Good fishing and hunting Trout and salmon fishing. Deer, part
section Cuisine unsurpassed. E. F. ridge and duckJiunting.
Look, Prop’ r, Eustis, Maine.

F I S H I N G
AT

John e a rv ille ’s Camps
at Spring Lake
Salmon, square tailed and lake trout. My camps
are most charmingly situated on the shores of
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds,
purest o f spring water and the table is first-class,
elevation 1,800 feet above sea level, grandest scen
ery and pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring
streams and ponds are abundance of brook trout.
Buckboard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family
Bummer resort. Telephone communications with
A11tape and doctor. References fu: nished- Terms
reasonable. Address for full particulars,
JO FV C A R V JL LE . Flagstaff, Me.

M A I N E , J U N E 29, 1916.

RANGELEY TAVERN S LAKE VIEW HOUSE
On Rangeley Lake.
T h ortu a h ’.y m odem . On direct automobile
route. Tavern all year. Lake View House
Tuly 1 to Oct.Best fishine and hunting. Booklets.

N. H. ELLIS & SON, Props.,
Raugeley, Maine.

Come to the Maine Woods

Leaders of the train service broth erh ood s, at the joint con feren ce held in New
Y ork, June 1-15, refused the offer of the railroads to submit the issue to arbitration
or Federal review, and the em ployes are now votin g on the question whether
authority shall be given these leaders to declare a nation-w ide strike.
T h e Interstate C om m erce C om m ission is proposed by the railroads as the
)
public body to w hich this issue ought to be referred for these reasons:
No other body with such an intimate knowledge
of railroad conditions has such an unquestioned posi
tion in the public confidence.
The rates the railroads may charge the public for
transportation are now largely fixed by this Govern
ment board.Out of every dollar received by the railroads from
the public nearly one-half is pai4 directly to the em

ployes as wages; and the money to pay increased wages
can come from no other source than the rates paid
by the public.
The Interstate Commerce Commission, with its con
trol over rates, is in a position to make a complete
investigation and render such decision as would pro
tect the interests of the railroad employes, the owners
of the railroads, and the public.

A Question For the Public to Decide
T h e railroad s'feel that they have no right to grant a w age preferm ent of
$100,000,000 a year to these em ployes, now highly paid and constituting only
one-fifth of all the e m p l o y e s , without a clear mandate from a p u blic tribunal that
shall determ ine the merits of the case after a review of all the facts.
The single issue before the country is whether this controversy is to be settled by an
impartial Government inquiry or by industrial w arfare.
National Conference Com m ittee of the Railways
ELISKA LEE, Chairman
P. R. A L B R I G H T , G en’I Manager.
Atlantic Coast Line Railroad.
L. VV. B A L D W I N , G en'i Manager.
Central of Georgia Railway.
C . L. B A R D O , G en ’ I Manager.
New York, New Haven <ft Hartford Railroad.
E. H . C O A L M A N , Vice-President.
Southern Railway.
S E. C O T T E it, G en’ I Manager.
Wabash Railway.
P. E C R O W L E Y ,
Vice-President.
New York Central Railway.

Keep to the crown of the road. If,
everybody does that, and keeps jus't J
out of the rut, there cannot he any i
ruts. Let the water hat e a chance to
run off. It ca’nnbt if you rut the sides, i

N . D . M A H E R . Vice-President.
Norfolk & Western Railway.
J A M E S R U S S E L L , G en ’ I Manager.
Denver & Rio Grande Railroad.
A . M . S C H O Y E R , Resident Vice-Pets.,
Pennsylvania Lines W est.
W . L. S E D D Q N . V u e-P res.,
Seaboard Ajr Line Railway.
A . J. S T O N E , Vice-President,
Erie Railroad
G. S. W A 1 D , Vice-Pres. Q G en’ l Mg*
Sunset Central Lines.
<5

G . H . E M E R S O N . G en’ I M anater.
Great Northern Railway.
t . H . E W I N G , G en’ I M anager,
Philadelphia & Reading Railway.
E. W . G R I C E , G en ’ lSuM- Tram p.,
Chesapeake & Ohio Railway.
A . S. G R E I G , Asst, to Receivers,
St. Louis & San Francisco Railroad.
C . W . K O U N S , G en'l M anager,
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway.
H . W . M c M A S T E R , G en’ I Manager,
W'heeling & Lake Erie Railroad.

REED’S MILL.

•

•

-Zulu

••• . *

Characteristics.

j

It is a recognized fact that the
Zulu tribe is one 'oT ’’the finest in
southern Africa.
The Zulu has aJune 26. sturdy frame, a strong chest, wonderRev. C. .J Lcngbey will preach in 1ful digestion, magnificent teeth, •and
Reasonable? Proposition;
q fine muscles. He can stand hunger,A good road between every farm this place nest Sunday, JuJy 2,
fatigue and exposure. White be is,
and market is a reasonable and worth p, m.
Sunday school at 1.30 p. an.
while proposition.
Sdiioolfc close this week alter a ten slow to adopt modern methods of
tillage, irrigatipn and fertilizing, he
weeks’ term.
is beginning to recognize their advan
Look for. Bad Spots.
Clyde Hathaway, who has been tages. His hospitality, indifference to
If you must haul over ten miles of
good road and one-half mile of bad wanking at Bairnjuijn, is now at home. pain, sepse of humor, good temper,
Clifford Wing,, who joined the mil love of children, and trustworthiness
road, you must load for the bad.
itia at Livermore Fails in the spring, are all good traits in his character.
O B IT U A R Y .
.
was ordered with his company to He is a manly specimen, not a cring
Augusta recently with a possibility of ing toady, and, in his natural stater a
F R A N K C .’ EDW ARDS.
being ordered to the Mexican border gentleman, every bit of Mm. In gen
Frank G. Edwards who has been an
at an early date.
His friends have eral, he is law-abiding and obedient,,
invalid for a long time and nearly help
the sympathy of their maaiy friends and he is not purposely cruel. He lias
less for a year or more, passed away at
qtroug musical sense, and a remark
Air. and Mrs. Bonuey JV^biber drove
able knowledge* of time and rhythm.
h is ' home in A v o n last Friday evening
tr. Augusta Sunday in their, new car His powers of singing, even when hut
at 9 o’clock. He has been an intense
and saw our “ soldier hoys.’'
Our slightly trained, are extraordinary.
sufferer but through it all has clung to
boys from this way, Floyd Reed and The Zulu knows a good deal *about
life and entertained the hope that he
Clifford Wing were very glad to see somb things, but wdiat he does not
would recover.
familiar faces.
know of what to the white man are
For the past year his mother, Mrs.
matters of common, everyday knowl
Amanda Edwards has been constantly
edge, is appalling. His instructor is
by his side, and ministered to his com
Loquacious France.
always running up against a high
fort as'only a loving mother can.
The Frenchman feels compelled to brick wall of stupendous ignorance.—
Mr. Edwards leaves a widow and five express his thought, to make it ob Southern Workman.
children, Earl and Alfred Edwards, jective, to communicate it, writes
Mrs. Walter Gilson, Prince and Edith Anatole Le Braz in the Outlook. IM M E N S E S A LE OF N A TO L PINE
Thought means little to a Frenchman
Edwards.
A P P L E P E P S IN IN O UR CITY.
The funeral services were held at the unless he writes it or speaks it. . We
■;
are a people who, when we have some
home last Sunday at 1 o'clock. Rev.
There lias just been -received anoth
thing to say, insist upon saying it.
M. S. speaking words of comfort and Sometimes we are accused of not even er large coavsiginanieut of Natol Pine
C. F. Chandler conducting. Floral ^of waiting until we have something to apple Pepsin Compound.
Its south
ferings were on the casket. Interment say! We are often called loquacious. ing, stimulatinig effects and the fact
was made in Evergreen cemetery.
Possibly we are. But I am not sure that ch-emicaOly it resemble® the di
that we should resent the criticism. gestive fluids of the stomach makes
KODAKS AND KODAK SUPPLIES I The heavy, guttural, taciturn nations it an Meal medicine for alt forms of
|have never been the foremost servants stomach trouble, poor d igestiem, said
Developing and printing at of human progress. Athens was lo- bowel disorders:.
It is made from
quacious. But compare her winged
popular prices.
Pineapple Juice and Pepsin, combinwords
with
the
heavy
laconics
of
N. E. Telephone 82-3.
Sparta, and ask yourself to which of ed with otluer needful ingredients.
RANGELEY STUDIO,
50(* trial size bottles. All druggists
the two the world is most indebted.
F. H. HAMM, Prop.
and Filioyd E. Parker.

O sceola Farm , near the Lake
near R angeley.

________

IN S U R A N C E

i

Have your fish and game mounted by
L. H. Beach, registered taxidermist,

Saddleback Lake Camp offers rustic
Fire, Workmen’ s Compensation, Woodland, Mrine. Satisfaction guaran
surroundings and comfortable cabins to To let by month or season.
12 rooms
Life, Automobile, Liability,
teed: Send for price list.
anyone looking for good fishing and with two baths and laundry. All mod
rest. Write for booklet and references to
L. H. B E A C H ,
j-J
REED
H.
ELLIS,
ern
furnishings.
All
furnace
heated.
HEMON BLAC K W E LL.
Woodland,
,
Maine
Rangeley,
Maine
Dallas. Maine
Apply L. D. Haley,
Rangeley, Me.

M A IN E

NORTON I ELECTED
BY^ACCLAM ATION
Stratton Defeats the Strong Base
ball Team
(Special

Correspondence.)

W OODS,

P H IL L IP S ,

The Risorgimento.

The Italian word, “risorgimento”
means literally “rising again.” .In
some of its verb forms the word is
seen to be cognate with our “resur
rect.” In Italian history the meaning
of the word, for which you especially
inquire, is the rebirth or remaking of
the Italian nation. It thus covers the
period of revolt from Austrian domi
nation and establishment of the pres
ent kingdom—the* risorgimento was
the formation of united Italy. It began
in 1831, when Mazzini founded “young
Italy.” The influential paper which
Cavour edited in the stirring midcen
tury was called II Risorgimento.

GOOD

ROADS
NORTH AND SOUTH HIGHWAY
M em orial to C haracter and Achieve
ment of Andrew Jackson— Road
Born in Sunny South.
(B y

P. L. A T H E R T O N ,
P resid en t
J a ck s o n H ig h w a y A sso cia tio n .)

The idea of a great North and Sohth
highway, as a memorial to the clAiracter and achievement of Andrew Jackson was first conceived about 1910 by
the Daughters of 1812, an organiza
tion of patriotic representative south
ern women.
As first outlined, the scheme was to
perfect a highway leading from Chi
cago to New Orleans. More or less
missionary work was done along the
proposed line of the road by the Jackson highway committee of the Daugh
ters of 1812, of which committee Miss
Alma Rittenberry of Birmingham, Ala.,
was chairman, but no definite form
was given to the organization until in
July. 1915, at a meeting in Birming
ham, Ala.
At this meeting a temporary organi
zation was formed, consisting of men
interested in goofi roads from Indiana,
Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabama, Mis
sissippi and Louisiana. It wras further
determined at this meeting that the
Jackson highway should run from Chi
cago on the northwest to Lbuisville,
Ky., and from Niagara Falls on the
northeast to the same point, the two
divisions here joining and continuing
southward through Nashville to# New
Orleans.
.* •
A few weeks later the Jacks’ohMIighway association convention, f’or the
purpose of forming a perfnahertt or
ganization and of formally launching
the whole movement, was held in
Nashville, Tenn. The permanent or
ganization was effected at this conven
tion.
,
'
,
In the rapid development of the
good roads movement in the last fi'tfe
years various local road’ oiganizations
have been formed in the states through
which the Jackson highway runs, and
a great deal of valuable work done
in improving roads controlled by these
organizations. The Jackson highway
completed, will be largely the welding
together of road'Systems developed by
these smaller associations, making- a
continuous north anfi south highway
between .. Chicago on- the northwest,
M Y C H IL D T A K E DR. K IN G ’S
N E W D IS C O V E R Y ? „
)

PR O B A TE N O T IC E S .

BOOST FOR IT
stitutions and boost fo r h om e p rosp erity .

BUY AT H O M E STORES
SUPPORT

HOWIE

ENTERPRISES

R E A D T H E H O M E PAPER

SP E S IA L SALE

SUSBCR1BL

NOW

r-oR

W OODS.

$1.50 A Y E A R .

P H IL L IP S

P E O PLE G ET
AC TIO N .-

M A IN E

IN S T A N T

-Those who have used it in Phillips
are astonished at the INSTANT ac
tion of simple buckthorn hark, gly
cerine, etc., as mixed in
Adier-i-ka.
Because it acts on BOTH lower , and
upper bowel, ONE SPOONFUL Adleri-ka relieves almost ANY CASE con
stipation, sour, stomach cr gas.
It
removes such surprising foul matter
that a few doses often relieve or
prevent appendicitis. A short treat
ment helps chronic stomach, trouble.
E. H. Whitney, druggist.

$ 6.75
p er cord fo r peeled spruce
and fir pulp w ood loaded on
cars.

Usual Advances made.
A. W. McLEARY

W ALL PAPERS

Phillips,

Maine

- \

Sm all lots o f the m ost desirable patterns,
su itable f o r sm all sized room s, at prices th at w ill
be b elow “ you r ow n p rice .”

FLOYD E. PARKER,

'

NO. 1, BEAL BLOCK,

You know that physicians often
give two prescriptions, perhaps more,
for medieines to be taken together, or
alternately or at different times, be
cause desired results cannot be se
cured by one medicine alone.
The most successful combination
spring medicine treatment that we
know of—because perfectly “ compat
ible’ ’ and productive o f the best re
sults—is in Hood’s Sarsaparilla and
Peptiron Pills. The former thoroughly
searches out and expels impurities
from the blood, creates an appetite
and promotes digestion and natural
action of the kidneys and liver, while
Peptiron Pills give the powerful tonic
— they literally “ put iron into your
blood” —'that just balances the re
quirement of perfect health.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla should be taken
before meals and Peptiron Pills after
meals—patients taking them so re
port the benefit is four-fold—prompt,
positive and permanent.

j

All kinds o f Photographic supplies.

The

From Two Grand Medicines in Spring
Hood’s Sarsaparilla Peptiron Pills.

At a Probate Court held at Far
mington, in and for the County of
Franklin, on the third Tuesday of
June, in the year of cur Lord one
thousand nine hundred and sixteen,
tne following matters having been
presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter indicated, it is hereby
ordered:
That notice thereof
be
given to all persons interested, by
causing a copy of this order to be
Jackson Highw ay.
published three wreeks successively in
mileage in good condition; in Ala
tne Maine Woods, a newspaper pub
bama and Mississippi more than onelished at Phillips, in said Coun
half of the total distance is now in
ty, that they may appear at a Pro
good order, and both states are rapid
bate Court to be held at said Far
ly building the unimproved sections of
their road and improving the condi H O W P IN E A P P L E J U IC E A N D P E P  mington, on the third Tuesday of
SIN R E L IE V E S STO M A CH
July, A. D., 1916, at ten o’clock
tions of such portions of the road as
TROUBLE.
it the forenoon, and be heard thereare partially constructed.
The juice of
pineapples contains oe if they see cause.
ferments used by the stomach in tihie Charles Oliver, late o,f Freeman,
DOES SLO A N ’S L IN IM E N T H E L P digest ion of food.
Pepsin is sup deceased.
Petition for probate of
R H E U M A T IS M ?
plied by every stomach., but many will and letters issue without bonds
times in insufficient quantities. .These aa provided in said will presented
Ask the man. who uses Sit, hie two when combined with the ether by Guy S. Peabody, executor named
therein.
knows. . “To think I
smffered all ingredients in Natal Pineapple Pep
sin Compound furnish, to the stomach
Edibridge Dill, late of Phillips, de
these years when one '25 cent battle exactly the night proportion to digest ceased.
Petition for probate of will
of Sloan’s Liniment cured
me,’ the food.
Strong laxatives are ain presented,by Joseph H. Dill, executer
writes one grateful user. If you have injury and are not needed where named therein-.
Rheumatism or suffer from Neuralgia the food is properly digested.
Wilson C. Beal, late of Avon,, de
Backache, Soreness and Stiffness. J Natol Pineapple Pepsin Compound ceased. ‘ Petition for administration
dbtt’t put off getting a bottle of is not a patent medicine -but a cor presented by Ida M. Whit tern ore.
Sloan’s.
It will give yo such' well- rective and assistant in overcoming
Lewis L. Potter and iGienvocd T.
come relief.
It warms and soothes! all stomach troubles, n One bottle Fotter of Eustis, minors.
Petition
the sore, stiff painful: places amid you |(50c) is usually enough, to give per for license to sell real estate press ntfeel so much'better.
Buy it at any j manent relief., All druggists
and ! ed by eiaripi&a W. Fotter, guardian,
Drug Store, only 25 cents.
Floyd E. Parker.
j WiC.iiim -B. Hoyt, 'late of Phillips,
|deceased. : First and final account
I of Mabel Hoyt, administratrix. :
A true copy-;
.'H om e P rosp erity
J. H. Thompson, Judge of said Court.
Attest: Daniel B. Belcher, Register.

In ord er to red u ce stock and m ake room fo r
new g o o d s we shall g iv e fro m 25 to 50 per cen t
d iscou n t on our presen t stock o f

EASTMAN FILMS and KODAKS
,

FOUR-FOLD BENEFIT

Under the microscope fibrous blot
ting paper, when absorbing ink, re
sembles, on a small scale, a marsh
matted with shrubs and sticks and
twigs, around which -water is flowing
as ink runs about and among the
fibers that together form the spongy
paper. There is a limit to the amount
of liquid which a “blotter” will ab
sorb, as there is a limit to the
amount of water that a marsh will
absorb without overflowing.
That
limit, in the “blotter,” is the com
bined capillary attraction of the
fibrous shrubs aud sticks and twigs
that together form the paper.

Every, m an w om an and child should p atron ise hom e in 
W IL L
^

N IN E

Blotting Paper.

of

*
This- best answer is Dr. King'si New
Discovery itself. ' Its a
pleasant
T E L L S W H A T S H £ T H IN K S
sweet syrup, easy to take.
It con
Anna Hawn, Cedar Grove, Mo., tains tine medicines -Which*' years of
writes:
“ We think Fclfey Cathartic experience have proven best
for
Those who have
Tablets are the best liver pill we j conghis and COld-s
ever got hold, of, as th ey do not used Dr. King’s. Niew Discovery long
nauseate or grip, but act freely on est are, its best friends. Besides- every
tl)e liver.” Recommended for consti botblie is guaranteed. If you
don’t
pation, bloating, sour stomach, gas get satisfaction you get your money
on stomach., bad breath, clogged or back.
Buy a bet tie, use as directed.
Irregular bowel action.
Floyd
E. Keep What is left for Cough and
Parker.
Cold insurance.

v i.

PAGE

Buffalo on the northeast, and New Or
leans on the south.
Submarine Mower.
At the present time about nineTo clear off water lilies, reeds and
tenths of the road in Indiana and Ken
the weeds which habitually overrun
tucky is in very good condition; in
shallow lakes, an Ohio experimentei
Tennessee^ about three-fourths of the has recently brought out a marine
mower, which is described in Popular
Mechanics Magazine. It is operated
by a gasoline engine and moved from
place to place by boat. The sickle on
the contrivance much resembles thal
on the ordinary farm mower and is
suspended beneath the boat by means
of suitable rods. A gasoline engins
of the type used for driving rowboats
furnishes power for the sickle througl
the aid of u connecting shaft.

yesterday after being away six weeks
in the sporting camps near the Can
adian line.
Mr. and Mrs. Augustus Norton-,
Rev John Dunstan, and son,, Leslie
attended the Sunday S-chocI Convent
ion at Kingfleld last Wednesday.
They report a snccessful convention.
At the Sunday school, last
Sunday
M,r. Norton was elected, by acclamaticin superintendent of the
Sunday
school-.
Dwight Edwards and Lewis Hay
den of Auburn were guests of Dr.
C. W, Bell a few days the- first of
the week.
Several from- town attended the
entertainment at Phillips this week-

Strong, June 27.—W alter Jenkins
of New York City spent Sunday in
town the guest of friends.
Mrs. C. V. Sltarbird was in Lewis
ton the last of tihie week. S-he- was
accompanied from
Farmington (by
her sister, Mrs. Walter Bradfod.
Mrs. Myron Withered! and Miss
Yimnie Lawton are working in the
laundry at Farmington.
James F. Will, daughter Siam- and
a party of friends spent Sunday in
Raogeley.
Mrs. Jcihm Duns-tan, son Leslie and
daughter,
Marjorie
are
visiting
■friends in North, Conway.
Bernard Toothaker of Bowdoin and
Chester Leighton of U. of M. have
been spending the past week with
their parents.
Mr. Leighton started
this week for Warren, Mass., where
he will spend the remainder cf the
summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred W. Look and
son, Bench ia>nd were in New Vine
yard Sunday, the guests of relatives.
The town, baseball team went to
Stratton and played hall Saturday
and Stratton wen the game.
Mrs.. Henry Williams started Mon
day morning for New York, where
she will spend the sumim-er with Mr.
Williams, who is running a hotel
near Coney island.
(Miss Dorothy MJeKeen, who is
working at Farmington, spent Sun
day with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
W. B. MctKeen.
Rev. John Dunstan
preached a
very
interesting sermcn
Sunday
morning from- Ruth, 1-16.
. . Mrs. George Crosby and Miss Mar
ion Lewis started Monday morning
for Augusta, where they will visit
relative©.
Charles Brown of Kimgfield
was
the guest of Ills- daughter, Mrs. Chas.
-Richards last week.
Edgar McPlh-aii is having his house
wired for electric lights.
Charles
Nickerson of the Franklin Light &
Power Co., is doing the werk.
Frank Simpson has returned from
a w eek’s visit with friends -at New
Vineyard.
He is hoarding at Willie
Stagings’.
*
h
Mrs, Mattie Gilkey and. son, John
and Mr, and Mrs. John Soule of Far
mington were in town the first of
the week and called on Mrs. Olive
Dodge.
Next Sunday morning Rev. John
Dunstan will give an address on
“ True Patriotism.’’
The entertainment by the Epworth
League Friday evening of this week
will be an interesting affair. Every
body should come to the “ Sufferjette
Town Meeting.”
Arthur Savage was in town Tues
day, accompanied by C. 0. Sturtevant, Miss Lora Gould, Mrs, W. A.
Bradford and Mrs. J. W. Nichols.
Rev. John Dunstan will preach, at.
West Freeman next Sunday at 2.30
and Mile Squar# on Friday, July 7th.
Ernest Richards arrived in town
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Store

.

4

C. E. DYER,

PHILLIPS, MAINE

SUNDAY HOURS: 11 A. M. to 12 M. 5 P. M. to 6 P. M.
THE STORE WHERE YOUR TRADE IS APPRECIATED.

STRONG,

M A IN E .

Huyler’s Chocolates
Everybody knows them and
calls for them. We can supply
you many varities.
Chocolate Pepps, Assorted
Chocolates, Pecans, Caramels,
Best Assorted Taffies.
Our stock is fresh this week.
Buy today.

Whitney’s Pharmacy
Phillips,

1

Maine

M A IN E

PAGE T E N

WOODS,

P H IL L IP S ,
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and social evening which ail enjoy
WELD
TAYLOR HILL
ed.
Chdilidren’s Day exercises were ap
propriately observed at the Evangel
June 26.
June 26,
ical cihurdh Sunday, followed by a
Mrs. diaries Kehew of Montwaiit,
Mr®, Rosa Cowan and Arthur Fur.
baptiisdmal service at the pond. Seven Mass., and Mrs. Lubert Buker of
were immersed and one little cne Somerville, Mass,., came to Weld, last bush of Freeman visited Mrs. Cow
an’®' daughter, Mr. and Mrs. g. q
christened.
Friday and are visiting at Mr. and
Fuller one day last week.
Mrs. I. H. Bukier’s.
Roacoe Withanx ha® been in Avon
Mrs. Lena Pettengili and son, Ray
and
Phillips visiting his son am
WEST NEW VINEYARD
mond spent the wieek-end with Girin daughter far a few day®'.
Merchant and his sister, Mrs. Anna
Mr. and Mr®. Bph Toothaker smut
Wheelwright.
the week-tend wiitfiu hi® sister,
Mr. and Mrs,. Leland Savage have
and Mrs. Winfield Steven® in King!
June 26. finished working for M.r. and Mrs. I. field:.
Miss Isabelle Gould delightfully en H. Buker.
Mrs. Jennie Greenleaf and lire,
Mis® Minnie Buker, who taught in
tertained about 30 of her friends
Clarence Hewey were callers at
Friday evening, it being her 21st the Cushman.' district in Avon, clos Strong one day last week.
birthday.
The evening was very ed her term of school last Friday
pleasantly passed playing games'. Re and will spend, the summer, with her
i Jfreshments of ice cream and cake parents.
Recuperation—there is not go much
Mir. and Mirs. Lester Lee’s
little In the ordinary vacation, a® there is
were served.
Miss Gould was the
recipient cf' many beautiful and use son wandered away from' their house in a single bottle of Hood’® Samful gifts, among which was a foun last Saturday and was gone several paridla, which .refreshes the tired
He gave them quite a blood, sharpens' the dulled appetite
tain pen, a beautiful birthstone ring hours.
scare and there were several cut restores the lost courage.
and $4 in money.
Take
Miss EJteene Dill of Farmington •hunting for him, but he came back Hoodi’s Sarsaparilla this summer,
He get tired playing
spent several days last week with just at night.
her friend,, Miss' Esther Savage.
, and' fell asleep which, was the reason
\x n * A ^ -rttetfltel
^ CooV Sto«,
Grace White, who has been work for lii® long absence.
Lewis Pratt and Leon Winter are
ing for Mrs'. Shirley Ramsdell, has
, , u M ^ ?erfeCl' 0L r o « lt'‘s *n lT
finished work and returned to her now peeling pul.p wood for I. H.
v
Vt is P»rt ot ” L , 000.000 ''otntS; m,Ves 0 *
Buker.
home.
Willis Searles spent a, couple of
Arnold Luce of Auburn is spend
ing a few weeks with hdis grand days in, Wilton last week.
Phillips, Maine.
mother, Mins. C. O. Record.
^ e'* ?e I “
•____ .burns
Benjamin Ramsdell cf Farminigtcn
M on u m en ts, Headstones,
Like . S*3 5t° Ve • ^
K
s l e s s « 9 V°ft;
lias been helping Shirley Ramsdell
«
, in s o « * e
t W r o s e n c a ® 7*
18 m o s t
T
a blets, M antle Shelves,
remodel
his
barn.
Bet t e' . 8
u oi Vet
"
Bert
Bates
and
his
sister,
Miss
and
about s« cents
t cooVmg
June 27.
Sadie Bates were callers at I. F.
,tte — 7°'* C
. , oe« patented
C
em
etery
W
o rk o f all Kinds
Mrs.
Baxter
Hutchins'
and
Frank
Savage’s last Saturday.
Frank Spaulding visited his daugh Mitchell were guests of their broth
— * ? ! NeM, P e r f e c t i o ^ V ^ r i ' s
ter, 'Mrs, Frank A. Roberts over Sun er, W. W. Mitchell cate day last
week.
day.
P H IL L IP S
ME.
Mrs. Bernard Taylor, who has been
Mrs. Nina Backus closed a very
spending
a
few
weeks
with
her
par
All
orders
by
mail
or
in
person
successful term of school in the
tb e ^ 4' c
. k T’W V O B K
cvetyujbete° ?
Hardy district last Friday. A treat ents, Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Gates, re promptly attended to.
of bananas and and peanuts was giv turned to her home in Freeman last
Thursday.
Her cousin, Miss Persis
en the pupils.
Chase
of
Danvers,
Mass., accompan
b l
-\0 6 ces
I .......... ..... ................ ">ll|
John Ranger has been working
Albany
----ied' her far a few days’ visit.
for Arthur Merrill the past week.
Nc’W^ oI
Boston
D.
W. Toathaker has gone to RanMrs. W. W. Viliesi, wlhO' has been
teaching at the Guild echoolhouse, was geley for a' short visit with, relatives.
Mrs. Alden Moores and little son,
suddenly called tO' her home at Fair
headquarters for everything
banks Monday night.
The
school Gerald spent several days last week
with, her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
was postponed for a week.
In the hardware Fine
Reed in 'the village.
She attended
the
graduation
exercises'
of
tlilei
High
SAFEST 6 BEST
Lumbermen’s and Blacksmith
RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT
school last Thursday evening.
Mir®. Ernest iSmiithi is quite ill. Dr. Supplies, Doors, Windows, Stores,
E. B. Currier is attending her.
Tinware, Plumbing Goods, Sport
Whereas our Heavenly Father in
Mis® Patia Moore s was a guest of ing Goods, Paints, Oils, Varnisli,
hi® infinite wisdom has. seen fit to
Misg Lillian Toothaker last Friday
remove from, our Grange, Brother Ed
night and Saturday.
She attended Muresco, Gasoline, Cylinder Oil,
win A. Peary,
the elas® reception Friday evening, Automobile Supplies, etc.
Resolved1:
That in the death, of
reporting a very nice time.
Brother Peary North Franklin
Po
We buy for the lowest spot cash
Mr. and Mr®. Bert Kinney cf Mad
mona Grange has ldst a true and
prices and give our customers tbe
faithful officer and member, worthy rid were guests of the latter’s par benefit of the same.
of our respect and esteem, one. who ents, Mr, and Mrs. John Stinch/fieid
was always true to the principles cf Sunday and Monday.
Mis® Iina Moore of Rangeley IS
the order and ever ready to do his
visiting her grandparents, Mr. and
part.
,
Resolved:
That we do hereby Mrs. Win. Moores for a short time.
extend our sincere sympathy to the
bereaved family and. relatives and
Set Him Thinking.
commend them to thie care cf Him
“Things are really bad in our line,”
who ever feels far those who weep.
said the young doctor pessimistically.
Resolved:
That a copy of these “Unless you are prepared to work
resolutions be spread upon our re night and day it is almost impossible
cords, also published in, the Maine to make even a living.” His listen
Wood® and a copy sent to the fam ers at the club agreed sympathet
ically; they all thought the Bame,
ily cf the deceased.
whatever their line of business—all
Eva Cock,
except one bluff old medical man.
Nellie Wing,
“Pooh! ” he said, with a friendly sneer.
Norman E. Butler.
“That’s all rubbish, my dear young
NOTICE.
SALEM
friend! There’s as much money to
be made now as ever there was. Look
THE BLOOD AND THE BRAIN
The subscriber hereby gives notice
at me, for instance. I’m making
that she has been duly appointed ex
P h illip s,
Maine
Among the many important physiol plenty of money; but do I look over
June 29.
ecutrix of the last will and testa
Iogical facts that should be as well worked? Do I ever seem pressed for
and
Some repairs are being made on
ment of Charles O. DM, late cf Phil
known, by people generally as they time? Have I not always plenty of
STPONG - MAINE.
lip®, in the- county of Frsukl ‘jni, Mt. Abram, cottage.
are by physician®, is the dependence leisure?” “You certainly seem to take
W.
S.
Dodge
is
'building
a
garage.
deceased, and given bonds as the
of the brain for its proper action on life easily,” replied the younger doc
Liinwocd Reed has purchased a
law directs.
All persons having de
the vitality of the blood.
If this tor smoothly. And the listeners smiled
mand® against the estate of said de Ford auto.
is impaired, the blood affords an im —all except the older doctor. He
seemed to be thinking deeply.
Mrs. Hattie Tuttle and daugivter,
ceased are desired to present the
perfect stimulus to the brain., and, as
same for settlement, and all Indebt Addle have been visiting in town.
a necessary consequence, languor and
Clarence Taab of .Strong is spended thereto are requested to make
inactivity of the entire nervous' sys
Office over National Bank.
;ng a few day® with' relatives.
payment immediately.
tem follows, and a tendency to head
There was a ball game Saturday
Phillips,
Maine'
.Mary N. Dill.
ache or faintnes® makes its appear
afternoon between. Phillip® and Sal
May 16, 1916.
Both
’
Bhones
„
ance.
em boys; scene 6 to 3 in, favor of
It is probable that no other medi
--------------------------------------- —
Salem.
cine ever produced has done more in
Richard Taylor arrived from McntJ. B L A IN E MORRISON
A mother of six children writes: “ My nelder Wednesday and will spend the the way cf revitalizing the blood,
making it pure and rich,, than Hocd’s
baby was very sick and a friend of mine
suggested trying Dr. True’s Worm summer lie re.
Sarsaparilla which should certainly
There was an cld-fashioned quilt
Elixir. Now I have six child
be given a trial where there is. any
ing
bee
at
the
heme
of
Mr.
and
ren and am never without
reason to believe that the blood is
Dr. True’s Elixir, the fam Mrs. H. E. Mayo Thursday afternoon;,
Beal Block. Phillips Fire and Life Insnr*”'
____________________________ ___ _
ily Laxative and Worm Ex- followed by a baked bean supper defective in quality or deficient in
quantity.
peller, in mv house. Mrs.
B. N. Gile, West Newbury,
iMass. ”
Lots of other children’s
cases seem almost hopeless when the
»
DENTIST
trouble is worms. Signs of worms are:
Deranged stomach, swollen upper lip,
Phillips,
Maine
Evenings
Hours
8
to
12; 1 to 4.
sour stomach, offensive breath, hard
appointment.
and full belly with occasional gripings
and pains about the navel, pale face of
LADIES, BO YS, GIRLS
leaden tint, eyes heavy and dull, twitch
ing eyelids, itching of the nose, itching
bell
30
packages Bluing, Silver Polish,
Peeled Spruce, Fir and Poplar W
of the rectum, short dry cough, grind
Mending
Tissue or Starch “ Glaze” wood wanted, delivered at any station
ing of the teeth, little red points stick
10c each. When sold send Jus $1.50, on Sandy River & Rangeley Lakes K>
ing out on tongue, starting during sleep,
between Farmington and Rangeley*^
slow fever. At all dealers—35c, 50c
keep $1.50.
between Strong and Salem.
,
and $1.00. Advice free. Write
THE G. F. LOWELL CO.,
Phillips,
Freeport,
~
Maine
Auburn, Maine
Farmers’ Telephone 13-13.
/V. (J/
t //U A 4 ^

NEW PERFECTION
■ ft

H ave

HCK

No. Franklin Marble
and Granite Works

1

0^7

TORY HILL

Mrs. W . B. Hoyt, Prop,

Phillips Hardware Co.

Phillips Hardware Co.
ALL KINDS OF

FURNITURE

tOOKIGRTHEl&NSBIIlE1

C. F. Chandler & Son,

E. C . Higgins, M. D.

Reduction Sale.....

ild’s life Saved

ROLLINS & BEAN
Have two second-hand Automobiles
for sale at a bargain. Look them over
before buying.
All Veedol products
on hand and free air supplied to our
patrons. Open all night.

Upper village,

Phillips, Maine

Is on until the 5th of July.
All hats, trimmed and un
trimmed, and trimmings to
be sold regardless of cost. Attorney - at - Law
My store will close the 5th
for the remainder of the
season.
Dr. W . J. Carter,
B. M. PERKINS,
5000 Cords

A. W. McLeary,

Me

M A IN E

EUSTIS
June 26.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Smart and
son, Lloyd came cut from Arnold
Pond Camps last week. Tihey have
gone to Farmington to visit Mr.
HAS A

GOOD

R E P U T A T IO N

The original and genuine Honey
and Tar cough syrup is Foley’s Hon
ey and Tar Compound and because
this has given siucth universal satis
faction and cured so many cases of
coughs, colds, croup and - whooping
cough there are imitations and sub
stitutes offered to the public. Insist
upon Foley’s.
Floyd FJ. Parker.

W O O D S,
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Smart’s mother, Mrs.' J. W. Withee.
Mrs. Gordon Campbell and son,
Kenneth of Farmington are visiting
her brother, Mark Daggett and fam
ily.
Mrs. Meli Day has returned home
from Stratton, Where she has been
working for Mrs. Cecil Blanchard.
C. E. Leavitt is home from Stratton and is finishing John Sylvester^
piazza.
*

and Mrs. Victor Cox of Bingham visit
ed the Latter’s parents, Mir. and Mrs.
Frank Cox recently.
Mr, and Mrs. Dell
Stratton and
daughter, Louise and her friend of
Albion recently visited at J. P. Syl
vester’s a few day®..
Willie Gurnard, Valentine Cox, Chai
lie Batclhelder an<l Bernice
Moody
have all gone to be examined to be

George Ricker has gone to Spring
Lake to guide.
Quite a number in town attended
the Peter Murry show at Stratton
last week and reported a good show.
Mr. and: Mrs. C. S. Henderson of
Tee Pond visited at C. Leavitt's Sun
day, June 25.
Mr. and Mrs. Sumner Ella® and Mr.

Painful, annoying bladder weakness
usually indicates kidney trouble. So
do backache, rheumatism;, sore, swol
len or stiff muscles or joints. Such
symptom® have been relieved by Fol
ey Kidney Pills.
Henry Rudolph,
Carmi, 111., writes:
“ Since taking
Foley Kidney Pill® I sleep all night
without getting up.’ ' Floyd E. Parker.

PAG E E L E V E N

trained for war.
Oscar Green has
N O T IC E .
..........
also gone a® he belonged to tee
militia, but his time was nearly out
I, Geo. H. Brown wish, it known
when he was called.
that I give my ®on, Vance 0. Brown
bis time fcir the remainder of hi a
MORE M*EN T H A N W O M E N H A V E
minority and will pay none of his
A P P E N D IC IT IS .
bills and collect none of his wages
after this date.
Surgeon® state men are slightly
Geo. H. Brawn.
mor*e subject to appendicitis than
women. Phillip® people should know
S H E T O L D H E R N E IG H B O R
that a few doses of simple buckthorn
“ I told a neighbor whose child had
bark, glycerine, etc., as mixed in
Adler-i-ka, often relieve or prevent croup about Foley’s Honey and Tar, ’
appendicitis.
This mixture removes writes Mrs. Rehkamp, 2404 Herman
sucih surprising foul matter that ONE St., Covington, Ky. “ When She gave
SPOONFUL relieves almost ANY it a couple doses she was so pleased
CASE constipation, sour stomach, or with, the change She didn’t know
This reliable remedy
gas.
The INSTAINT, easy action of ■what to say.’’
Adler-i-ka is surprising. E. H. Whit helps cough®., cold®, croup and whoop
ing cough. Floyd E. Parker.
ney, druggist.

is Greatest
on the Market

W e Believe the
M otor Cai'
.

U T our opinion would not be o f any particular importance to you if it
did not coincide with the facts. W e only want you to look the market
over carefully. Then we absolutely know that you will agree with us.
i

K »-

, | r >.

1>J

i

f

,-v- •

In the fir«t place there is the remarkable Maxwell engine. No four
cylinder m otor o f its size has more “ pep” or go to it regardless of the price o f
the car it drives. It will climb hills on high gear in a manner that will
astonish you. It is quiet and works day in and day out with a sound, business
like hum that is good to hear.
Any engineer will compliment the design of the chassis. And those
w ho are not engineers cannot fail to note its simplicity and staunch construc
tion. A s for what it is made of, we can truthfully say that better material
cannot be bought.
r»M-.

<.

"•'%

'i

The operation o f the car is simplicity itself—the brakes are powerful—
the springs are long and flexible— the axles are strong and the steering
apparatus, like the rest o f the chassis, is built to stand the most severe service
the car may ever have to face, wherever or however it is used.
Then if you consider looks important, and most people do, you will not
find a m ore attractive car than the Maxwell at anywhere near the price.
? £%■

-idi M

And it com es to you fully equipped with all the attachments you will
ever want or need; electric starter and lights, demountable rims, one man top,
self-ventilating, rain-vision windshield, etc. All for $655 (five passenger
touring car) or $635 (tw o passenger roadster).
W e know you can’t beat it.
Touring Car $655

Roadster $635

F. O. B. DETROIT

F. S. HALEY, Agent
PHILLIPS, ME.

Time Payments if Desired

M A IN E
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IN AND ABOUT PHILLIPS
----*

,Mirs. Harriet Grover
wlsfcie® to
thank the W. C. T. U. for thie beautifuil pinks sent her recently. They
were- a source of comfort and cheer.
Many friend® of W. M. Pay son,
who was a former teacher in the
High school, were pleased to see
him in town again.
He was present
at the graduating exercises.
Mis® Luiette Tlmberlake had as
guests at Mairsquiamosy Lodge
for
the week-end the Misses1 Marjorie
Cutler, Kathleen Noble, W. M. Payson and Harold Seedy. Miss NoibLe
caught a 2-pound1trout and Miss Cut
ler one weighing one pound, also sev
eral smaller ones.
Albert McMullen
was theiir guide.
The Park Street Club -was enter
tained by Mrs. George Oates at the
last meeting and there was a large
attendance of the members and also
one visitor present, Miss
Ruth
Hinkley.
Delicious
refreshments
were iservedi.
This week the club
will ©nijoy a picnic at Toothakeir
park.
Mrs. H. H. Field and three child
ren, and Miss Tressie Carroll went
tc York Beach ^Monday where they
will spend two weeks.
Mrs. Fieldi’a
siister, Mrs,. Ralph Sawyer cf Wilton
with, her family will join them.

Mbs, Bmm.a Shiepard was, the guest
of Miss Mabel Austin at Farmington
over Sunday.
Dr, and Mrs. Charles Cunningham
and little daughter, Rutlh of Auburn
and Mr. and Mins. Harry Chandler of
Strong were the guests of Mr. and
Mrs. F. N. Beal Sunday, dining at
the Elmwood.
They also passed a
low days at Rangeley. The Cunning
hams returned home Mondlay and, C.
F Chandler accompanied them in
the auto.
Mir. and Mrs. D, F. Field and Hon.
and Mrs. H. B. Austin, passed! the
week-end at Rangeley.
Miss Beatrice Sargent of ‘ Watervilie is employed as stenographer in
the Maine Woods' office. She is tak
ing her meals at Mrs. H. W. True’s
and rooming at Miss Blanche Kenmiston’s.
Mir. and Mrs. M. R. Keyes, of
ChestervilLe "were in town for the
graduation exercises,.
Mb. Keyes is
a former principal of Phillips High
school.
Congratulations are being extend
ed to Mr. and Mrs. Norman E. But
ler on the birth of a daughter on
Friday, June 23,
The young lady
has been named Hartemse Elizabeth.

T h e sam e old g a m e b etw een Cham pion
C h allen ger H eat.

B. V . D. and

C oat Cut U ndersh irts and knee L en g th D raw ers at 50
cen ts and up w ards the g a rm en t.
U n ion Suits $1.00, slip on in a jiffy , but it w ou ld tak e
a con siderable a rgu m en t to g e t th e w earer ou t o f them ,
h e ’s so fr e e and easy and brezy w ith ^ B . V.J D . betw een
him and the w ith erin g Sun.
Y o u can find oth er S u m m er-d ay th in gs in th is"'store.
Shirts and colors o f the n ew est cu t. Sacks, as w ell, and
o u tin g to g s th a t set you ap art fro m the th ron g.

D. F. H O Y T
Phillips,

Maine

No. 5 Beal Block. Open Saturday Evenings
Agency Universal Steam Laundry.

P H IL L IP S ,
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Cn account of so much wet weath
er the trustees, of the Agricultural
Society are unable to get the trotting
park in shape,, so there will be no
horse trot July 4.
Mr. and Mrs. Bent Rideout were
guests of her parents, Mm and Mrs.
F. N. Harris in,
Farmington over
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred
McLaughlin
visited his brother,, Charles at Turn
er recently.
They also visited at
Lewis-ten,, going by auto.
Mrs. Will
Sweetser accompanied them, also
Mrs. Cora Stinchfield, who visited
her niece, Mrs. Ralph Pettengill in
Auburn.
Miss Nellie Fairbanks goes, do
the Range leys, where she has em
ployment for the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Boniney Webber and
family were week-end guests of his
brother, Jesse in Wintihrop, going by
auto.
They also visited the muster
grounds in Augusta, seeing Clifford
Wing and other acquaintances.
Mir, and Mrs, A. S. Beedy went by
auto to Rangeley recently.
Miss Hazel1 Sargent was the week
end guest of her friend, Mildred
Kempton.
Eib>ridge Beedy, who has been
visiting has daughter, Mrs. Llewelyn
Fairbanks in Redington for a few
days, returned home Saturday.
Charles Calden, Walter Hodges and
son, Donald made a business trip to
Skowhegan last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Smith and
son, Eariand of East Dixfield mot
ored to Phillips
Wednesday aai,d
were guests of their mother, Mrs,.
Mary Bangs for a few' days.
Charlie B'arrett of Rangeley arriv
ed in town Saturday noon and was
the Sunday guest c,f her brother and
family, M;r. and Mrs. Will Jacobis.
George Welch, and family cf Rumford Fails were in town recently,
cru©sts of Mr. and Mrs. Simon, Book
er.
Miss Gustie Kempton is in town
for a few days before going to Ran
geley, wihere slue will be employed
this summer.
H. H, Berry of Yarmouth has been
in town this week cn a buslines®
trip.
He was accompanied by his
mother, Mrs. Led ora Berry of Cam
bridge, Mas®., and has daughter, Mis®
Muriel.
They are guests at Mr. W.
T. Hinds.
They came by auto.
Miss Mabel HutcQiins is heme from
Augusta where she has, been teachr
ing.
After a two weeks1’ vacation, a
companded by her sister, Miss Elean
or, she will go to.The Birches where
they will be ' employed as wait
resses.
Mr. and Mrs. GJIiddem Parker were
p+ Kemnefcago over Sunday.
Mr.
Parker returned home Monday, but
Mrs. Parker plans to remain for a
week.
C. N. French, ha® pure based a
Maxwell car of F. S. Haley, the local
agent.
Sunday afternoon at 3 p. an. Rev.
M. S, Hutchins held a meeting at
the Cushman sidheoflJhouse on Tory
Hill..
He was accompanied by Mrs.
H. W. True, Mrs. J. W. Brackett
Miss Mabel -Hutchins.
Mrs. N. J.
Hackett, who took them in her
Overland car, did some -skillful driv
ing a® the roads were in very bad
condition.
Mrs. Sylvader Hinkley of Range'ey and Mts. Rose Milliken of Readfield wrere the guests- of their sister,
Mrs. W. Y. Larrabee this week,'Mrs.
Hinkley ooiming out for the week
end. - Mrs. MilJiken will
return
home the latter part of thie week.

A R E Y O U R K ID N E Y S W E L L ?

Doan s Kidney Pills have myy highes
endorsement.”
M any Phillips People Know th e Im 
Price 50<f, at all dealers.
Don’t
portance of Healthy Kidneys.
simply ask for a kidney remedy—
get Doan’s Kidney Pills—the same
The kidneys filter the blood.
that Mrs. Kennedy had.
FosterThey work night and day.
Milburn Co., Props., Buffalo, N. Y.
Well kidneys remove impurities.
Weak kidneys allow impurities to
k e e p in g u p t o t h e m a r k
multiply.
“ Spring fever” is not always a
No kidney ill should be neglected.
joke.
If you feel dull and sluggish,
There is possible danger in /delay.
tired and worn out, suffer from back
If you have backache or urinary
ache or weak back, rheumatism, sore
troubles,
muscles, stiff joints or other indica
If you are nervous, dizzy or worn tion of kidney trouble, it Will pay
out,
you to investigate Foley Kidney Pill®.
Begin treating your kidneys at They are highly recommended
as
once;
prompt and efficient aid® to health.
Use a proven kidney remedy.
Floyd E. Parker.
None endorsed like Doan’s Kidney
Pills.
SU B S C R IB E N O W FOR M A IN E
Recommended by thousands.
W OODS.
$1.50 A Y E A R .
Proved by Phillips testimony.
Mrs. E. A. Kennedy, Phillips says:
“ My back pained me constantly for
six months and was very stiff and
sore.
I was tired most of the time.
On a friend’s advice, I got Doan’s
Kidney Pills. After using two boxes,
the pains and tired feeling left me.

Phillips National Bank
PHILLIPS,

-

MAINE

Capital $50,000.00 Surplus $50,000.00

THE ONE SURE W A Y
to have money is to save it.
The one sure way to save it is by
depositing it in a responsible Bank.
The one sure way to find a responsible
bank is to find one with an ample
capital and surplus. Those consti
tute the depositors’ PROTECTIVE
Fund.
Our Protective Fund Is Ample.

Phillips National Bank

DANDY NEW CHEESE

TOOTH AKER’S CASH STORE

The
Sedgeley Store
Coats a nd Suits

Boots and Shoes

Marked Down

Marked Down

One $18 Black Silk Coat

$2 Ladies’ Boots, high heel,

size 39, for $12

sizes 3 to 6, for $1

One $13.50 Brown Check Coat

Ladies’ $2.50 Tan Oxfords

size 36, for $7

high heel, 3 to 5, for $1.25

Blue Striped Coat $8.50
size 16, for

$3 Tan Calf Oxfords, rubber

$4

sole, 3 to 6, for $1.90

A Black and White Checked

$3 Black Oxfords, rubber sole,

$7 Coat, size 18, for $3.90

sizes 3 to 6, for $1.90

One $20 Navy Blue Suit,

White Mary Jane Pumps, rubber

size 36, marked $10
One $15 Blue Suit, size 18,
marked $10

sole, $1.50
Ladies’ $2 Tan Oxfords, rubber
soles, sizes 3 to 6, for $1.60

Other Coats and Suits from
15 to 20 per cent off

Patent or Gun Metal 2 strap
Pumps $2.50

Misses $5.00 White Voile Dresses
sizes, 14, 16, 18,

for $3

$3.50 Sailor Hats marked to $1.75

Ladies’ House Dresses, sizes 34, House Dresses for stout women,
sizes 50 to 52, for $1.25
to 44 for $1 and $1.50
White Shirt Waists,

$3 Nemo Corsets No. 319 will be
advanced to $3.50 July 1.

sizes 34 to 46, for $1

...Jersey
Union Suits,..
Low Neck Sleeveless Lace Trim
Low Neck Sleeveless Cuff Knee
Low Neck Short Sleeve Lace trim
Low Neck Short Sleeve Cuff Knee
Extra sizes in same styles.
M U S L I N U N D E R W E A R —Large variety to
seclect from in Corset Covers, Drawers, Chemisesi
Combinations etc,

c. M. HOYT,

B u tte r ic K P a tte rn s in Sto cK

o . 2 Beal Block, Phillips, Maine

Reply Not Needed.

Anna Bell is decidedly fastidious
about her toilet> although her fourth
birthday is six months away. Recent
ly her mother fnade a new frock for
the little girl and she was highly
pleased, so pleased, in fact, that she ob
tained permission to wear the dress to
kindergarten that day. One of the
little girls in the class noticed the new
dress and told Anna Bell that “ she did
not think the dress a bit pretty.”. Anna
Bell told her mother about It Just as
soon as she arrived home, and when
her mother asked her what sort of re
ply she made to the criticism, the little
girl said: “Why, mamma, I did not
hav.e to make any reply. I simply gave
her a long, killing look.”—Indianapolis
News.
CUT

T H IS

O U T — IT
MONEY.

IS

W ORTH

DON’T MISS THIS. Cut out this
slip, enclose with, 5<? to Foley & Co.,
Chicago, 111., writing youir name and
addiress clearly.
You will receive in
return a trial package
containing
Foley’s Honey and Tar Compound
for bronchial cough®, colds, and
croup; Foley Kidney Pills, and Foley
Cathartic Tablets.
Floyd E. Parker.

JIM ROSS
Rups a restaurant
a barber shop
a pool room
on Depot Street.
OPEN AT ALL HOURS.

Farmers’ Tel.

FIRE
i
WORKS'
• " 1

ALL KINDS
Open all Night of the 4th

j

Native Radishes, I
Lettuce, Spinach j
AT

BEAN’S

’

L.
Wanted
PEELED SPRUCE FIR AND
POPLAR

Pulpwood delivered at
any point on line of Sandy
River and Rangeley Lakes
Railroad.
V HALEY & FIELD
Phillips,

Maine

